
Image Index Bullet Journaling for Serial Killers Part 2

All images used in this book are freely available in the public domain with a simple Google search. Below I have linked 

all photos used by page they appear on to credit the original owner. The only exception to this is my own photos from my 

personal collection which are labelled as such. My main aim was to collate as much information as possible for the reader 

and group it all together, allowing you to then research the things that are of interest. A huge thank you to all the 

organisations that have made their images available in the public domain.

Herb Baumeister 

Photos of Fox Hollow Farm in Westfield credit https://www.indystar.com/picture-gallery/news/local/hamilton-

county/westfield/2019/05/16/photos-fox-hollow-farm-westfield/3692421002/ 

Stephen Hale picture Credit Murderpedia 

Victim collage credit https://serialkillersinfo.com/documents/herb-baumeister-fbi-file/ 

Photo of Richard Hamilton Credit Murderpedia 

Newspaper clipping credit https://www.goodreads.com/topic/show/21021578-crime-anniversaries-2020?page=5 

Picture of 501 tavern credit https://medium.com/@brutalnation/who-had-to-suffer-to-keep-his-shameful-truth-

from-being-exposed-to-the-world-635437cd0eac 

 

Colour photo Herb as a young boy credit Reddit (Julie is missing from the photo) 

Black and white photo credit murderpedia.org 

A young Herb in a red tie https://www.motruecrime.com/post/episode-8-herb-baumeister 

Herb smiling credit https://gfycat.com/gifs/search/herb+baumeister 

Herb black and white photo credit murderpedia.org 

Herb and his family credit https://www.morbidtourism.com/locations/id/604ea735c915c60a295dd2ef 

 

Herb being interviewed (Herb Baumeister, still fascinated with dead animals as an adult, gave an interview 

about a dead raccoon found on the side of the highway which was painted over with yellow road marking paint. 

)credit https://www.talkmurderwithme.com/blog/2020/4/6/herb-baumeister 
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Fox hole farm picture credit https://thoughtcatalog.com/christine-stockton/2021/03/she-thought-something-was-

off-about-her-husband-then-her-son-found-a-human-skull/ 

Photo of cars credit https://ihorror.com/herbert-richard-baumeister/ 

Photo of young Herb, swimming pool and the house credit Herb Baumeister & the Haunting of Fox Hollow Farm | 

Facebook 

Ariel view of Fox hole farm with bodies marked credit https://ihorror.com/herbert-richard-baumeister/ 

Fox hole farm sign credit http://basementrejects.com/review/the-haunting-fox-hollow-farm-2011/ 

Ariel view of Fox Hole farm credit https://www.talkmurderwithme.com/blog/2020/4/6/herb-baumeister 

Photo of excavations at Fox Hill credit Reddit 

Herb Baumeister’s 1986 mugshot (source: Wikipedia) 

The Baumeisters were the founders of the thrift store chain Sav-a-Lot. Photo Credit: Murderpedia 

 

Graham Young  

Graham Young was charged with giving his family poison (Image: Mirrorpix) 

Thallium in vials photo credit murderpedia.org 

 

Aunt Winnie and Young’s elder sister, Winifred. credit murderpedia.org 

John Tilson (with moustache) outside St Albans Crown Court during the trial of poisoner Graham Young for 

murder and attempted murder. A witness for the prosecution, Tilson is a colleague of Young's and one of his 

alleged victims.  (Photo by Keystone/Hulton Archive) 

 Jethro Batt, victim & survivor. credit murderpedia.org 

his first victim was fellow science pupil, Christopher Williams, who suffered an extended period of vomiting, 

painful cramps, and headaches, due to the judicious administration, by Young, of a cocktail of poisons that 

left medical experts baffled. Williams was lucky to survive, probably because Young could not fully satisfy his 

scientific curiosity. (Small photo) 

Jethro Batt, with hair victim & survivor. credit murderpedia.org 

Young’s boss, 59-year-old Bob Egle died, in agony, on 7th July 1971. (Small photo) credit murderpedia.org 

60-year old Fred Biggs died on 19th November 1971, in excruciating pain. credit murderpedia.org   

Fred Young was admitted to hospital, where he was diagnosed with antimony poisoning. He was lucky to have 

survived his son’s experimentation, but could not countenance his son’s responsibility: that role fell to 

Young’s school chemistry teacher, who contacted the police when he discovered poisons, and copious material 

about poisoners, in Young’s school desk. 
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John Hadland Laboratories credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/graham-young 

 

Graham Young as a child. credit murderpedia.org 

Graham Young, as a youth, in court. credit murderpedia.org   

Graham Young as a youth in uniform credit murderpedia.org   

Graham Young, as a youth, in court. credit murderpedia.org     

Full length photo of Graham at court credit murderpedia.org 

Newspaper front page  credit The Mirror 

 

Graham in overcoat smoking Graham in police custody. credit murderpedia.org 

Graham peeping between officers' credit murderpedia.org 

Mug shots credit murderpedia.org 

Young with a blanket over his head credit murderpedia.org 

Young in between officers credit murderpedia.org 

 

Graham Young Mug shot credit murderpedia.org 

Victims with graham in the middle credit credit murderpedia.org 

Portrait of the twins, done in Parkhurst and signed by G Young, credit 

https://www.standard.co.uk/hp/front/the-krays-as-seen-by-a-serial-poisoner-6879500.html 

 

Peter Sutcliffe 

Yorkshire Ripper Peter Sutcliffe aged seven  credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8948023/Peter-

Sutcliffe-life-crimes-psychopath-Peter-Sutcliffe-terrorised-nation.html 

The Yorkshire Ripper, pictured at his father's home with his wife Sonia in late 1980 credit 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8948023/Peter-Sutcliffe-life-crimes-psychopath-Peter-Sutcliffe-

terrorised-nation.html 

Peter Sutcliffe, a.k.a. 'The Yorkshire Ripper,' on his wedding day, Aug. 10, 1974. Credit Express Newspapers 

Peter and wife Sonia on wedding day credit Reddit  

Peter Sutcliffe sitting in the cab of his lorry at the Bradford engineering firm TW Clark, where he was a 

driver Circa 1976 credit MirrorPix 
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Peter black and white photo https://www.shropshirestar.com/news/features/2020/05/22/judgement-day-for-the-

yorkshire-ripper/ 

 

Police conducting a search on their knees credit https://okmagazine.com/news/british-serial-killer-peter-

sutcliffe-yorkshire-ripper-dead-74-coronavirus/ 

Policeman putting up wanted poster credit https://www.coventrytelegraph.net/news/coventry-news/yorkshire-

ripper-tamworth-judith-roberts-15776868 

Ripper victim close up  credit Netflix 

Second crime scene with victim in place credit Netflix 

Billboard put up at the time of the killings https://www.coventrytelegraph.net/news/coventry-news/yorkshire-

ripper-tamworth-judith-roberts-15776868   

The ripper being transported credit https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/yorkshire-ripper-dead-

peter-sutcliffe-cause-b1722274.html 

Ripper victim surrounded by police credit Netflix 

Officers conducting a fingertip search credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8948023/Peter-Sutcliffe-

life-crimes-psychopath-Peter-Sutcliffe-terrorised-nation.html 

A composite of 12 of the 13 victims murdered by Sutcliffe. Victims are: (top row, left to right) Wilma McCann, 

Emily Jackson, Irene Richardson, Patricia Atkinson; (middle row, left to right) Jayne McDonald, Jean Jordan, 

Yvonne Pearson, Helen Rytka; (bottom row, left to right) Vera Millward, Josephine Whitaker, Barbara Leach, 

Jacqueline Hill credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8948023/Peter-Sutcliffe-life-crimes-

psychopath-Peter-Sutcliffe-terrorised-nation.html   

Front pages credit The Mirror, The evening Standard, The Sun, The Express and the Daily Mail 

Peter being transported by police with a blanket over him credit Netflix 

 

Peter in his suit handcuffed in 1981 (Image: Mirrorpix) 

Close up of Peters face credit  https://www.mirror.co.uk/tv/tv-news/yorkshire-ripper-peter-sutcliffe-

developed-11213299 

Peter Sutcliffe at Isle of Wight magistrates court in 1983 after giving evidence against a fellow inmate 

accused of attacking him in Parkhurst prison. Photograph: Mike Walker credit The Guardian  

Black and white mug shot credit https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-54874713 

Photo of protesters credit The Metro 
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Peteris  blind in his left eye after he was stabbed in the face with a pen  by fellow inmate Ian Kay in 1997 

credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3259280/Fury-Yorkshire-Ripper-Peter-Sutcliffe-seen-public-

time-34-years-walks-eye-clinic-without-handcuffs.html 

Picture with quote credit Reddit 

Peter old with cap on Credit: Ian Whittaker - The Sun 

Peters eye injury credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3259280/Fury-Yorkshire-Ripper-Peter-

Sutcliffe-seen-public-time-34-years-walks-eye-clinic-without-handcuffs.html   

Peter with Jimmy Saville the Paedophile credit  https://www.examinerlive.co.uk/news/local-news/yorkshire-

ripper-jimmy-saviles-murderous-19323740 

 

Close up of Peter outside in cap Credit: Ian Whittaker - The Sun   

Peter from the side Credit: Ian Whittaker - The Sun   

Joseph Duncan 

Josephs mugshot as a child credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/duncan-joseph-edward-photos-1.htm 

Joseph smiling credit The Fifth Nail 

Colour photo of Joseph credit  https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/duncan-joseph-edward-photos-1.htm  

Black and white photo of joseph as a boy credit https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/225098203/joseph-edward-

duncan 

Joseph mug shot credit https://www.inforum.com/news/national/former-fargo-man-joseph-edward-duncan-dies-

awaiting-execution 

This photo of Joseph E. Duncan III was used in his resume when he was a student at North Dakota State 

University in the early 2000's. https://www.inforum.com/news/the-vault/diary-of-a-madman-10-years-later-

serial-killer-who-lived-among-us-still-manipulates-others-from-death-row 

 

5 photos of Joseph from a boy till death credit https://alchetron.com/Joseph-E-Duncan-III 

Joseph with long hair looking down credit Reddit 

Joseph in white bullet proof vest sits with defense attorney Gail O’Rane in an Indio courtroom credit 

https://www.pressenterprise.com/2011/03/07/da-asks-for-more-time-in-duncan-settlement/ 

Joseph with long hair in court credit  https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/duncan-joseph-edward-photos-1.htm    

Joseph in bullet proof vest with deputies credit Reddit 

Joseph cuffed in bullet proof jacket looking down credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/duncan-joseph-

edward-photos-1.htm      
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1997 booking photo credit https://alchetron.com/Joseph-E-Duncan-III 

Screenshot of This is the "Reality" video produced by Joseph Edward Duncan III.www.myspace.com/themickeyrat 

credit You Tube 

Joseph in yellow credit https://nbcpalmsprings.com/2021/03/29/serial-killer-convicted-of-killing-beaumont-boy-

24-years-ago-dies/ 

 

Joseph shackled in white bullet proof jacket  stands in court in April 2011 in Indio, Calif. Credit 

https://www.inforum.com/news/the-vault/diary-of-a-madman-10-years-later-serial-killer-who-lived-among-us-

still-manipulates-others-from-death-row 

Joseph Edward Duncan III, right, is shown during a hearing at the Kootenai County Sheriff's Department Justice 

building in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, in this 2006 file photo. Associated Press 

Joseph E. Duncan, pictured in a police booking photo in 2008 credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-

9425507/Woman-kidnapped-serial-killer-8-speaks-relief-dies-cancer.html 

Joseph E. Duncan, pictured in a police booking photo in 2011 credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-

9425507/Woman-kidnapped-serial-killer-8-speaks-relief-dies-cancer.html   

Victims left to right Dylan Groene (right) was killed in 2005, Slade Groene, Mark McKenzie and Brenda Groene 

credit Daily Mail 

Left to right Anthony Martinez of Beaumont, California and two more possible victims of Duncan were Sammiejo 

White and Carmen Cubias. credit https://nypost.com/2021/03/29/convicted-serial-killer-joseph-duncan-dies-on-

death-row/ 

A huge billboard along State Hwy 95 with the photos of Shasta Groene and Dylan Groene credit 

https://nypost.com/2021/03/29/convicted-serial-killer-joseph-duncan-dies-on-death-row/   

Bottom left Shasta Groene now credit Daily Mail, Security cameras record Duncan and Shasta as they enter a gas 

and food mart. Unaware that they are being videotaped in the store,  

Duncan shops for food with Shasta. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/duncan-joseph-edward-photos-2.htm 

Danny Rolling 

Danny in suit credit Reddit 

Danny as a young man credit https://www.rottentomatoes.com/tv/first_blood/s01/e03/pictures 

Newspaper clipping victims left to right Tracey Paules, Manuel Taboada, Christina Powell, Christa Hoyt and 

Sonja Larsen credit https://thecinemaholic.com/when-and-how-did-danny-rolling-die/ 

Colour mugshot of Danny credit https://thecinemaholic.com/when-and-how-did-danny-rolling-die/ 

Danny in black and white credit Reddit 

5 victims killed at college credit https://www.a24.com/policiales/la-historia-danny-rolling-el-asesino-que-

inspiro-la-pelicula-scream-n858881 
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Danny in red handcuffed credit https://www.aenetworks.tv 

Danny press pool photograph credit http://serialkillersink.net/skistore/danny-rolling-original-8x10-upi-press-

pool-photograph.html 

 

Danny with his hand on his face credit RTL Crime 

Small photo of Danny credit : Public Record vis Jacksonville.com 

Danny in green t shirt, first appearance in 15 years credit The Gainsville Sun 

Danny testifying at court credit http://danny-rolling.blogspot.com/2006/09/little-history.html 

Police found audio tapes with Danny Rolling's recordings at this one-man campsite. (Nine) credit 

https://www.nine.com.au/entertainment/latest/gainesville-ripper-real-life-murders-inspiration-scream-

movies/c2e36b90-a6a7-4f7f-82f5-3fa4887d4a94 

Danny with a moustache credit http://www.clarkprosecutor.org/html/death/US/rolling1051.htm 

Danny talking credit https://k945.com/2020-special-on-shreveports-serial-killer-is-a-must-watch/ 

Danny being transported credit https://vk.com/wall-122402094_80949?lang=en 

Danny in white t shirt credit https://onedio.com/haber/ciglik-filmine-ilham-kaynagi-olan-gainesville-canavari-

danny-rolling-in-tuyler-urpertici-hikayesini-ogrenmeye-hazir-misiniz-850250 

Danny in glasses credit https://onedio.com/haber/ciglik-filmine-ilham-kaynagi-olan-gainesville-canavari-danny-

rolling-in-tuyler-urpertici-hikayesini-ogrenmeye-hazir-misiniz-850250 

Danny at court black and white photo credit Gainsville sun 

Danny Rolling defends Sondra London against libellous & slanderous attacks. This unedited version was not 

aired. Credit You Tube 

Small picture of Danny credit https://abcnews.go.com/2020/video/danny-rolling-confesses-louisiana-killings-

victims-families-reflect-76985187 

Danny smiling credit https://abcnews.go.com/2020/video/danny-rolling-confesses-louisiana-killings-victims-

families-reflect-76985187 

 

Danny Rolling art pieces all taken from Facebook and Sondra London’s collection shared on Facebook. 

Dagmar Overbye 

  

The photos taken of Dagmar Overbye when she was arrested are some of the few that exist of her. (© The Police 

Museum) 
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The bedroom in Dagmar Overbye's apartment. (© The Police Museum)  

https://www.dr.dk/historie/danmarkshistorien/vidste-du-denne-kvinde-er-danmarkshistoriens-stoerste-

seriemorder 

The tiled stove where the remains of Karoline Aagesen's daughter were found. (© The Police Museum) 

The Dnepropetrovsk Maniacs 

Suprunyuk with his mum and dad credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 

Suprunyuk waits at the roadside before the murder of Sergei Yatzenko on 12 July 2007. The yellow plastic bag 

conceals the hammer used in the attack. Credit Wikipedia 

Polaroids of the three, left to right Alexander Hanzha, Viktor Sayenko, Igor Suprunyuk credit 

https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 

Viktor Sayenko with a gun credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

Igor with Hammer https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

Viktor with Igor in the background with a hammer credit 

https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

Igor pictured at court credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

Igor with a gun credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

Large photo of Igor at court credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

Igor and Viktor topless in the car credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

Close up of Igor credit  https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

Igor at court credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

Courtroom photo https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

Igor credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

Viktor at court credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

Igor received 21 years in prison, Alexander received 9 years and Viktor received 18 years credit 

https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

 

Igor in a graveyard credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 

Igor at court credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 

Viktor posing with a hammer credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 

Igor posing with a knife credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 
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Viktor posing with the body hailing Hitler credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 

Igor shrugging his shoulders credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 

Igor screenshot credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 

 

Close up of Viktor with Igor behind credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 

Igor behind bars credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 

Igor in the forest credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 

Igor posing in a beanie hat credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 

Igor with hammer credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 

Igor giving the middle finger to a victims grave credit 

https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 

 

Igor with a Hitler moustache credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html 

Alexander Hanzha at court credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

2 photos of all three at court credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

Viktor as a child credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

Viktor credit https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html   

 

The alphabet murders 

Picture of three victims left to right Carmen Colon, Wanda Walkowicz, Michelle Maenza 

https://www.frontpagedetectives.com/p/new-york-child-killed-rape-alphabet-murders SOURCE: NEW YORK STATE 

POLICE 

Carmen Colon credit New York State Police 

Wanda Walkowicz credit New York State Police 

Michelle Maenza credit New York State Police   

Police composite sketch credit New York State Police 

 

Freeway Phantom 

https://thednepropetrovskmaniacs.weebly.com/photos.html
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Newspaper clipping credit https://blainepardoe.wordpress.com/2019/12/12/tantamount-podcast-episode-three-

supplemental-material/ 

The note left by the killer on Brenda’s body credit https://blainepardoe.wordpress.com/2019/12/12/tantamount-

podcast-episode-three-supplemental-material/ 

Locations where the Freeway Phantom’s victims’ bodies were found. Credit Investigation discovery 

Newspaper clipping credit YouTube 

Freeway Phantom wanted poster – Wikipedia en.wikipedia.org 

Ali Kaya 

The 35-year-old murderer (at left in this file photo provided by DHA) https://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/serial-

murderer-nicknamed-baby-faced-killer-escapes-from-prison-in-gaziantep-60612 

Ali in yellow t shirt young credit https://www.milliyet.com.tr/molatik/galeri/ali-kaya-bebek-yuzlu-katil-

84985/1   

Ali mug shot credit https://www.milliyet.com.tr/molatik/galeri/ali-kaya-bebek-yuzlu-katil-84985/1      

Ali with guards credit https://alchetron.com/Ali-Kaya-(serial-killer) 

Ali being transported in the car credit https://www.milliyet.com.tr/molatik/galeri/ali-kaya-bebek-yuzlu-katil-

84985/1   

Ali close up https://www.milliyet.com.tr/molatik/galeri/ali-kaya-bebek-yuzlu-katil-84985/1   

 

Erich Hauert  

Picture of jail in Switzerland credit https://happymag.tv/800-people-in-switzerland-volunteer-to-go-to-

prison/ 

Flowers left for Pasquale credit  https://www.srf.ch/audio/tageschronik/heute-vor-22-jahren-mord-an-pasquale-

brumann?id=10737893 

Pasquale Brumann credit https://www.blick.ch/schweiz/mutter-von-pfadifuehrerin-pasquale-brumann-ueber-

hafturlaube-der-mann-haette-nicht-sterben-muessen-id5228412.html 

Eric from the side Photo credit: Peter Lauth https://listverse.com/2018/12/17/10-frightening-serial-killers-

from-central-europe/ 

Eric being transported credit https://www.woz.ch/2210/justiz/der-mord-in-zollikerberg   

David Thabo Simelane 

David smirking credit Murderpedia, the encyclopaedia of murderersmurderpedia.org 

David in a blue sweatshirt credit Redditt 

David in black and white photo credit Reddit 

https://blainepardoe.wordpress.com/2019/12/12/tantamount-podcast-episode-three-supplemental-material/
https://alchetron.com/Ali-Kaya-(serial-killer
https://www.blick.ch/schweiz/mutter-von-pfadifuehrerin-pasquale-brumann-ueber-hafturlaube-der-mann-haette-nicht-sterben-muessen-id5228412.html


David with two officers credit https://fruitloopspod.com/2022/08/18/e166-david-thabo-simelane/ 

Two of the victims 

David with two officers' credit Murderpedia, the encyclopaedia of murderersmurderpedia.org 

Front page newspaper article credit The Swazi Observer 

David in handcuffs credit Murderpedia, the encyclopaedia of murderersmurderpedia.org 

David talking to his counsel in the stairway credit http://www.times.co.sz/News/63119.html 

David with his hand up credit Murderpedia, the encyclopaedia of murderersmurderpedia.org   

 

Close up of David credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/SIMELANE_David_Thabo 

David in a blue jacket credit Murderpedia, the encyclopaedia of murderersmurderpedia.org 

David side profile credit 

https://www.facebook.com/OneStopExpressUpdates/photos/a.474823709680595/1070478740115086/?type=3 

David in white jacket credit Murderpedia, the encyclopaedia of murderersmurderpedia.org   

David being transported credit https://sdnewsweek.wordpress.com/2021/04/09/david-simelanes-lifestyle-tells-a-

big-story/ 

David in a shirt credit https://www.xwhos.com/person/david_thabo_simelane-whois.html 

Newspaper front page credit the weekend observer 

Close up of David credit Murderpedia, the encyclopaedia of murderersmurderpedia.org 

 

Anatoly Onoprienko 

Anatoly as a child 3 years old credit https://www.tueursenserie.org/anatoly-onoprienko/ 

Anotoly and Anna Kozakh credit https://www.tueursenserie.org/anatoly-onoprienko/   

Anatoly close up credit https://timenote.info/en/Anatoly-Onoprienko 

Black and white photos of Anatoly credit Photo: Police Dept. Zhytomyr 

Anatoly in his hat at court credit https://www.tueursenserie.org/anatoly-onoprienko/ 

Anatoly in a denim jacket credit Murderpedia, the encyclopaedia of murderers murderpedia.org   

Anatoly Onoprienko, accused of being Ukraine's most notorious serial killer, listens to charges at a court in 

the Ukrainian town of Zhitomyr, some 130 km from Kiev March 31, 1999. REUTERS/Stringer 

Anatoly at court in the Ukrainian town of Zhitomyr, some 130 km from Kiev March 31, 1999. REUTERS/Stringer   

https://fruitloopspod.com/2022/08/18/e166-david-thabo-simelane/
http://www.times.co.sz/News/63119.html
https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/SIMELANE_David_Thabo
https://www.facebook.com/OneStopExpressUpdates/photos/a.474823709680595/1070478740115086/?type=3
https://sdnewsweek.wordpress.com/2021/04/09/david-simelanes-lifestyle-tells-a-big-story/
https://www.xwhos.com/person/david_thabo_simelane-whois.html
https://timenote.info/en/Anatoly-Onoprienko
https://www.tueursenserie.org/anatoly-onoprienko/


Close up of Anatoly credit https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/worst-serial-killers-world-most-12433106 

Black and white photo of Anatoly credit You Tube 

2 photos of Anatoly in his cell credit https://oavcrime.com.br/2011/12/15/serial-killers-o-exterminador/ 

Anatoly with his head bowed credit Murderpedia, the encyclopaedia of murderers murderpedia.org  

Anatoly talking credit  https://criminalia.es/asesino/anatoly-onoprienko/ 

Anatoly in blue flanked by guards credit You tube 

Picture of shotgun used credt https://bitsaanon.tumblr.com/post/57340215615/shotgun-of-anatoly-onoprienko 

Anatoly with hands up credit https://anatolyonoprienko.weebly.com/forensic-evidence.html 

Anatoly in blue zipped jacket  credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Anatoly_Onoprienko 

Anatoly in jacket black and white http://murderpedia.org/male.O/o/onoprienko-anatoly-photos.htm 

Anatoly at court in hat black and white credit  https://murderpedia.org/male.O/o/onoprienko-anatoly-

photos.htm 

Anatoly with shotgun credit https://mojtv.net/film/24114/terminator-anatoly-onoprienko.aspx 

Shotgun cartridges credit http://www.serial-killers.ru/video/krest-onoprienko.htm 

Anatoly behind bars black and white credit Reddit 

Anatoly reconstructing his crimes credit https://oavcrime.com.br/2011/12/15/serial-killers-o-

exterminador/serial-killers-o-exterminador-anatoly-onoprienko-reconstituicao-dos-crimes/ 

pictures of weapons used credit https://oavcrime.com.br/2011/12/15/serial-killers-o-exterminador/serial-

killers-o-exterminador-anatoly-onoprienko-reconstituicao-dos-crimes/   

Three pictures of Anatoly talking credit You Tube 

Close up of shot gun https://fr.topwar.ru/34687-osobennosti-nacionalnogo-kustarnogo-proizvodstva-oruzhiya-

made-in-ukraine.html 

 

Joanna Dennehy 

Maria (L) with her sister Joanna (Source: YouTube) 

Joanna in school uniform Credit: BBC 

Shianne with mother Joanna (Image: NC) the Express 

Joanna Dennehy with a girl who cannot be identified and a teddy given to Dennehy by the girl, which was shown 

to jurors at the trial. Photograph: Cambridgeshire Police/PA 

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/worst-serial-killers-world-most-12433106
https://oavcrime.com.br/2011/12/15/serial-killers-o-exterminador/
https://criminalia.es/asesino/anatoly-onoprienko/
https://bitsaanon.tumblr.com/post/57340215615/shotgun-of-anatoly-onoprienko
https://anatolyonoprienko.weebly.com/forensic-evidence.html
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https://fr.topwar.ru/34687-osobennosti-nacionalnogo-kustarnogo-proizvodstva-oruzhiya-made-in-ukraine.html


Convicted Cambridgeshire murderer Joanna Dennehy in 2006 with Shianne (left) and her second child (centre) 

credit the daily Mail 

Joanna and a child Murderpedia, the encyclopedia of murderers 

Young Joanna credit Reddit 

 

Joanna in a beanie hat credit https://www.rtl.de/videos/joanna-dennehy-will-immer-weiter-morden-

5a141f37a2ea5018ec26926c.html 

John Treanor and Joanna credit https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/joanna-dennehy-shown-flirting-cops-

20879275 

Joanna Dennehy, 31, from Bifield, Peterborough, pleaded guilty to murdering three men whose bodies were found 

in ditches in Cambridgeshire.Rex Features via AP 

Joanna Dennehy is known as one of the country’s most notorious female killers posing with knife Credit: 

PA:Press Association 

Joanna Dennehy poses with her top lifted, revealing her underwear after carrying out the murdersCredit: 

SWNS:South West News Service 

Gary stretch giving the middle finger credit https://www.herefordtimes.com/news/11573453.7ft-nodding-dog-has-

attempted-murder-appeal-thrown-out/ 

Mark Lloyd (left) and Gary Richards poses for a photo. Moments later, Dennehy tried to stab another two men to 

death Credit: SWNS: South West News Service 

Accomplice: Gary Richards, also known as Gary Stretch (Image: PA) 

 Police picture of Joanna Dennehy at Strensham Service station off the M5 with Gary 'Stretch' Richards. 

Photograph: Cambridgeshire Police/PA 

Gary 'Stretch' Richards, 47, (left) and Leslie Layton, 36, who aided serial killer Joanna Dennehy and have 

been convicted of further offences relating to her killing spree. Photograph: Cambridgeshire Police/PA 

Joanna with a wood background https://www.irishexaminer.com/world/arid-20249978.html 

Joanna with her tongue out credit BBC 

Joanna flirting with the police credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6935507/Serial-killer-Joanna-

Dennehy-drawing-men-prison-cell.html 

Police picture of spree killer Joanna Dennehy. Photograph: Cambridgeshire Police/PA 

Photo of Joanna's self-inflicted knife wound's http://unknownmisandry.blogspot.com/2014/01/joanna-dennehy-

english-serial-killer-of.html 

Knife used by Joanne credit http://unknownmisandry.blogspot.com/2014/01/joanna-dennehy-english-serial-killer-

of.html 

https://www.rtl.de/videos/joanna-dennehy-will-immer-weiter-morden-5a141f37a2ea5018ec26926c.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/joanna-dennehy-shown-flirting-cops-20879275
https://www.herefordtimes.com/news/11573453.7ft-nodding-dog-has-attempted-murder-appeal-thrown-out/
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6935507/Serial-killer-Joanna-Dennehy-drawing-men-prison-cell.html
http://unknownmisandry.blogspot.com/2014/01/joanna-dennehy-english-serial-killer-of.html


Daily Mirror Front Page x 2 

Joanna after arrest https://www.parkaman.com/joanna-dennehy-female-killer-peterborough-ditch-murders/ 

Victims Photo Left to right Lukasz Slaboszewski, John Chapman and Kevin Lee bottom 

Credit https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/serial-killer-joanna-dennehy-dressed-3024555 

Full Police picture of spree killer Joanna Dennehy. Photograph: Cambridgeshire Police/PA   

Alexander Pichushkin 

Alexander as a boy and man credit Photo: Dateline 2016 / via YouTube   

Alexander and a cat and at trial behind glass credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/alexander-pichushkin 

Pictured: Pichushkin arriving at court credit The Daily Mail 

Alexander in green t shirt credit Reddit 

Black and white jail photo of alexander credit https://dailykillerblog.tumblr.com/post/170268468661/alexander-

pichushkin-1974-part-one 

Alexander is a green t shirt https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/notorious-chessboard-killer-reveals-

murdering-10648898 

Alexander at court behind glass credit https://podtail.com/podcast/serial-killer-documentary-podcast/alexander-pichushkin-the-

chessboard-killer/ 

Young Alexander credit https://www.pinterest.com/pin/420805158913362775/ 

Carl watts 

Coral Eugene Watts, 51, who was found guilty of stabbing 36-year-old Helen Dutcher to death in a Detroit 

suburb in 1979, is shown in this file photo of Dec. 7, 2004. Watts, a confessed serial killer died Friday Sept. 

21, 2007 only a little more than a week after he received a second life sentence, authorities said. 

https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/watts-carl-eugene-photos.htm 

 

Carl Eugene Watts https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/watts-carl-eugene-photos.htm 

Black and white photo of Carl https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/watts-carl-eugene-photos.htm   

Black and white headshot https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/watts-carl-eugene-photos.htm 

Black and white prison photo https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/watts-carl-eugene-photos.htm 

Screenshot of 60 minutes credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/watts-carl-eugene-photos.htm 

Carl at court credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/watts-carl-eugene-photos.htm 

Carl at court in black t shirt and glasses credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/watts-carl-eugene-

photos.htm 

https://www.parkaman.com/joanna-dennehy-female-killer-peterborough-ditch-murders/
https://allthatsinteresting.com/alexander-pichushkin
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/420805158913362775/
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Carl in shirt and sweater with glasses credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/watts-carl-eugene-photos.htm 

Coral Eugene Watts is escorted out of a Pontiac courtroom in November 2004 after he was found guilty  

in the 1979 stabbing death of Helen Dutcher of Ferndale. He is seeking a new trial. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/watts-carl-eugene-photos.htm 

Carl mug shot colour credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/watts-carl-eugene-photos.htm 

 

Police composite sketch credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/watts-carl-eugene-photos.htm 

Victim photos left to right Elena Semander, Elizabeth Montgomery, 

Next row Emily La Qua, Gloria Steele black and white), Helen Mae Dutcher, Jeanne Clyne (black and white) 

Next row Susan Wolfe, Michelle Maday, Margaret Fossi, Linda Tilley 

 

Gerard John Schaefer 

This evidence photo shows jewellery in possession of Gerard Schaefer. CREDIT 

https://archive.tcpalm.com/news/former-martin-county-deputys-killing-spree-in-1970s-still-one-of-most-

gruesome-murders-in-st-lucie-e-345577182.html 

Sondra London and Gerard https://www.lmneuquen.com/sondra-london-la-groupie-asesinos-seriales-que-se-enamoro-

un-temible-destripador-n838784 

Sondra London and Gerard https://oavcrime.com.br/2015/07/25/admiradoras-de-serial-killers-mulheres-que-amam-

psicopatas-assassinos/gerard-schaefer-e-sondra-london-4/ 

Gerald as a young man with Sondra credit https://www.lmneuquen.com/sondra-london-la-groupie-asesinos-seriales-

que-se-enamoro-un-temible-destripador-n838784 

Geralds mug shot credit https://www.nydailynews.com/news/crime/gerard-schaefer-jr-s-stories-filed-memoir-

article-1.3002274 

 

Gerard graduation photo https://brianstormcrime.webnode.pt/l/gerard-john-schaefer/ 

Mug shots credit https://brianstormcrime.webnode.pt/l/gerard-john-schaefer/ 

Schaefer arriving at his trial. https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Gerard_Schaefer 

Gerard drawings https://brianstormcrime.webnode.pt/l/gerard-john-schaefer/ 

Gerard with glasses https://thecrimewire.com/true-crime/Profile-of-a-Serial-Killer-Part-2 

Vincent Rivera, the man responsible for stabbing Schaefer to death. 

https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Gerard_Schaefer 

Garard dead credit Murderpedia 
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Gerards art https://skcentral.tumblr.com/post/72450254957/a-portion-of-gj-schaefers-art-catalog 

https://www.psycho-criminologie.com/2019/08/gerard-schaefer-homme-de-loi-et-serial-killer.html 

Charles Albright 

Victims left to right, Mary Lou Pratt, Susan Peterson and Shirley Williams changed to black and white credit 

https://www.apkahindiblog.com/who-were-charles-albrights-victims-is-he-dead-or-alive/ 

 As a child he was pampered and protected by his adoptive parents, Fred and Delle. Yes, it was odd that Delle 

sometimes dressed up young Charlie in girls’ clothes. Yet as a teenager in Oak Cliff, he was a devoted Boy 

Scout. Credit https://www.texasmonthly.com/true-crime/see-no-evil-3/ 

From left: At Arkansas State Teacher’s College, Charlie was a great prankster and a star football player. At 

Crandall High School, he was everyone’s favourite science teacher and football coach. And he was a model 

boyfriend for his last love, Dixie Austin. Credit https://www.texasmonthly.com/true-crime/see-no-evil-3/ 

Charles mug shot credit https://www.imdb.com/title/tt5886886/ 

Rose drawn by Charles credit Facebook 

Charles Albright was the star running back on his college football team. team photo credit 

https://iogeneration.pt/4-stories-about-eyeball-killer-charles-albright-s-lifelong-fascination-with-eyes 

Victims left to right, Mary Lou Pratt, Susan Peterson and Shirley Williams credit 

https://www.apkahindiblog.com/who-were-charles-albrights-victims-is-he-dead-or-alive/   

Charles whilst incarcerated credit https://www.lavanguardia.com/sucesos/20210423/7028111/charles-albright-

asesino-globo-ocular-caballero-mutilaba-ojos-victimas-caras-mal.html#foto-4 

 

Charles in white credit https://www.true-crime-story.de/charles-albright-texas-eyeball-killer-der-prozess/ 

Victim photo showing injury credit Reddit 

 

Charles Albright enters Judge Phil Barker's courtroom for a pretrial hearing in April 1991 at the Frank 

Crowley Courts Building in Dallas. (1991 File Photo / Staff) 

In prison, Albright works as a carpenter, reads books on the Civil War, coaches' softball, and writes letters 

to Dixie. Photograph by Wyatt McSpadden 

Close up of Charles credit https://thecinemaholic.com/who-were-charles-albrights-victims-is-he-dead-or-alive/ 

Charles Fredrick Albright, Dallas, TX mugshot credit https://crime-reader.com/2020/10/30/charles-fredrick-

albright-the-eyeball-killer-of-dallastx/ 

Magazine article see no evil credit https://www.pressreader.com/usa/the-dallas-morning-

news/20150906/281556584597376 

Albert De Salvo 
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Albert DeSalvo (left) | Photos 1 | Murderpedia ...murderpedia.org 

Albert DeSalvo with his daughter and wife Irmgard. Credit Murderpedia ...murderpedia.org   

Albert in a deckchair Murderpedia ...murderpedia.org   

DeSalvo at the Swiss House Club in Bad Kissingen with the woman he would eventually marry credit 

http://www.eaglehorse.org/home_station/hidden_stories/50s/desalvo/slides/albert15.html 

Albert in a suit credit Wikipedia en.wikipedia.org 

Color photo of Albert in Navy uniform credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/The_Boston_Strangler 

Albert looking up credit Reddit 

Albert with child on his shoulders credit Murderpedia ...murderpedia.org 

Albert talking in black t-shirt credit https://www.bostonherald.com/2013/07/12/meaningful-day-for-those-close-

to-boston-strangler-case/ 

Albert in his cell credit https://www.cbsnews.com/news/longtime-boston-strangler-suspect-albert-desalvos-dna-

tied-to-1964-slaying-prosecutor-says/ 

Mug shot and paperwork credit Reddit 

Jewellery made by Albert credit https://www.worthpoint.com/worthopedia/authentic-albert-desalvo-boston-

462737618 

Items made by Albert credit https://www.flickr.com/photos/greyloch/4842459762 

David and Catherine Birnie 

The home on Moorhouse Street became known as the 'house of horrors' (Image: Newspix / Rex Features) 

Tanya as a baby with her father, David Birnie  credit https://thewest.com.au/news/wa/daughter-still-haunted-by-

caring-fathers-evil-deeds-ng-b88377642z 

Catherine Birnie as a young mother with three of her children. Credit  https://www.news.com.au/national/crime/david-and-

catherine-birnie-the-macabre-and-sadistic-moorhouse-murderers/news-story/d1937accb6dfdbb6cc89074e7eb7c241 

Catherine Birnie, above with first husband Don McLauchlan at their 1972 wedding, threw away a normal life to run off with 

depraved sex killer David Birnie. credit https://www.news.com.au/national/crime/david-and-catherine-birnie-the-macabre-

and-sadistic-moorhouse-murderers/news-story/d1937accb6dfdbb6cc89074e7eb7c241 

Catherine Birnie as a young mother with three of her children. Credit  https://www.news.com.au/national/crime/david-and-

catherine-birnie-the-macabre-and-sadistic-moorhouse-murderers/news-story/d1937accb6dfdbb6cc89074e7eb7c241 

Home of the Moorhouse murders, the property where David and Catherine Birnie kidnapped and killed their victims. Picture: 

Realestate.com. 

David Birnie in the robe he wore raping Kate Moir. https://www.news.com.au/national/crime/david-and-catherine-birnie-the-

macabre-and-sadistic-moorhouse-murderers/news-story/d1937accb6dfdbb6cc89074e7eb7c241 

http://www.eaglehorse.org/home_station/hidden_stories/50s/desalvo/slides/albert15.html
https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/The_Boston_Strangler
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/longtime-boston-strangler-suspect-albert-desalvos-dna-tied-to-1964-slaying-prosecutor-says/
https://www.worthpoint.com/worthopedia/authentic-albert-desalvo-boston-462737618
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https://www.news.com.au/national/crime/david-and-catherine-birnie-the-macabre-and-sadistic-moorhouse-murderers/news-story/d1937accb6dfdbb6cc89074e7eb7c241


Catherine Birnie's mugshot under her married name of McLauchlan. Credit https://www.news.com.au/national/crime/david-and-

catherine-birnie-the-macabre-and-sadistic-moorhouse-murderers/news-story/d1937accb6dfdbb6cc89074e7eb7c241 

Davids mug shot credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/BIRNIE_David_John 

Catherine being escorted credit https://vlmckay.wordpress.com/2020/03/02/the-moorhouse-murders-david-and-catherine-

birnie/ 

Catherine with police in colour credit https://www.imdb.com/title/tt6274468/ 

Black and white photo of David with a moustache credit You Tube 

Catherine in purple credit https://www.news.com.au/national/crime/david-and-catherine-birnie-the-macabre-and-sadistic-

moorhouse-murderers/news-story/d1937accb6dfdbb6cc89074e7eb7c241 

David being escorted by police credit David and Catherine Birnie – Wikipedia en.wikipedia.org 

Catherine Birnie with her abusive father, mid-1970s. Credit https://www.news.com.au/national/crime/david-and-catherine-

birnie-the-macabre-and-sadistic-moorhouse-murderers/news-story/d1937accb6dfdbb6cc89074e7eb7c241 

The Birnies’ first known victim, psychology student Mary Neilson, 22, who knocked on their door and was chained, raped and 

murdered. 

Susannah Candy, 15, was a straight-A student tragically picked up by the Birnies and cruelly raped and murdered by the 

depraved couple. Picture: Channel 7. 

This hole in the Glen Eagle forest 50km southwest of Perth was the site of the double grave for two of the Birnies’ 

victims. Picture: Ernie McLintock 

Catherine was jealous of the poised, attractive Noelene Patterson and ordered David to kill her, then spat on the 

victim’s grave. Picture: Channel 7 

Map showing where the Birnies buried the bodies of four victims over a 27-day killing spree in 1986. Credit 

https://www.news.com.au/national/crime/david-and-catherine-birnie-the-macabre-and-sadistic-moorhouse-murderers/news-

story/d1937accb6dfdbb6cc89074e7eb7c241 

Denise Brown was just 21 when she accepted a lift from the murderous Birnies. Picture: Channel 7. 

Harvy Glatman 

Boulder County Sheriff's Detective Steve Ainsworth uses this copy of the cover of Front Page Detective from 1959 on the 

front of an evidence file about serial killer Harvey Glatman, who is now suspected of killing Jane Doe. The magazine 

featured Glatman. Photo Courtesy the Boulder County Sheriff's Office 

Detective front page credit https://j6u6c3s7.stackpathcdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Glamor-Girl-Slayer.pdf 

Shirley, Ruth, Judy photo credit https://derangedlacrimes.com/?p=3443 

 Judy Ann Dull in Riverside County, California. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/glatman-harvey-photos-2.htm 

Judy ann Dull tied up credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/glatman-harvey-photos-2.htm 

https://www.news.com.au/national/crime/david-and-catherine-birnie-the-macabre-and-sadistic-moorhouse-murderers/news-story/d1937accb6dfdbb6cc89074e7eb7c241
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Judy ann Dull Tied up on the floor and positioned dead credit https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Pierce-Brooks-

Serial-Killers-Glatman-Olson-ViCAP-Distance-Learning-2881483 

Large photo of Judy Tied up in a chair, on the floor and tied to a pole credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/glatman-

harvey-photos-2.htm   

 

Shirley Ann Bridgeford tied up credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/glatman-harvey-photos-2.htm   

Large head shot of Judy Dull credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/glatman-harvey-photos-2.htm   

Close ups of victims bindings credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/glatman-harvey-photos-2.htm   

1958 Media Photo Raven-Haired Model, Lorraine Vigil shows how she bit assailant credit Ebay 

Julie Ann Dull on the cross credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/glatman-harvey-photos-2.htm   

Julie Ann Dull tied to a pole credit Reddit 

Detective looking at a skull and detective at a crime scene credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/glatman-harvey-

photos-2.htm 

2 photos of Harvey with police credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/glatman-harvey-photos-2.htm     

Harvey side profile credit https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/8931115/harvey-murray-glatman 

Harvey and his composite sketch credit https://joemonster.org/art/38165 

Newspaper front page credit LA Times 

Harvey in handcuffs credit https://lasdretired.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Glamor-Girl-Slayer.pdf 

Aug. 26, 1946: Harvey Glatman is arraigned, published in the Knickerbocker News of Albany, N.Y. 

https://ladailymirror.com/2014/01/09/harvey-glatman-the-early-years-part-4/ 

Harvey Newspaper clipping credit https://ladailymirror.com/2014/01/02/harvey-glatman-the-early-years-part-i/ 

Harvey credit Harvey Glatman and the Disturbing ...allthatsinteresting.com 

Harvey in glasses credit https://www.tumpik.com/tag/harvey%20glatman 

Harvey Glatman spent eight months in the Colorado State Penitentiary after he was convicted in Denver on burglary charges 

from May 1945. He was awaiting resolution of those charges when he was arrested in Boulder. He served eight months. . 

Photo Courtesy the Boulder County Sheriff's Office 

 

Large picture of Harvey in glasses credit Harvey Glatman | Murderpedia, the ...murderpedia.org 

Harvey sitting at the table credit https://www.truecrimeedition.com/post/harvey-glatman 

Harvey side profile credit https://www.worthpoint.com/worthopedia/1958-ca-serial-killer-harvey-glatman-172292398 

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Pierce-Brooks-Serial-Killers-Glatman-Olson-ViCAP-Distance-Learning-2881483
https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/glatman-harvey-photos-2.htm
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Aileen Wournos 

Aileen with 2 guards credit https://www.tvtoday.de/entertainment/kino/aileen-life-and-death-of-a-serial-

killer_1325460.html 

Aileen and quote credit Facebook 

Aileen as a girl credit https://talkmurder.com/aileen-wuornos/ 

Aileen as a small child credit https://www.timetoast.com/timelines/aileen-wuornos-d75fb766-e79a-43e9-a068-9332b130be59 

Aileen as a young woman credit https://talkmurder.com/aileen-wuornos/ 

Aileen as a child black and white credit https://maggiemcneill.com/2013/10/10/aileen-wuornos/ 

Aileen prison photo credit https://www.vizaca.com/aileen-wuornos-story/ 

Aileen in brown leather jacket credit https://serialkillersinfo.com/serial-killers/aileen-wuornos-serial-killer/ 

Aileen giving a peace sign credit https://www.imdb.com/title/tt10339730/ 

Aileen and her composite sketch credit reddit 

Aileen smiling credit https://www.timbercreektalon.com/2021/10/horror-hotspot-aileen-wuornos/ 

Aileen smiling in her cell credit https://www.infobae.com/historias/2022/03/29/la-estremecedora-historia-de-la-mujer-

arana-la-asesina-en-serie-que-veia-a-su-abuelo-en-los-hombres-que-mataba/ 

Aileen in grey jacket credit Aileen Wuornos / Picture Credit: 60 Minutes Australia on YouTube 

Aileen smiling credit https://unherd.com/2020/11/aileen-wuornos-was-no-monster/ 

Aileen in red and white stripes waves to members of the court and thanks the judge in Ocala, Florida Thursday afternoon 

February 22, 2001. (AP Photo/Doug Engle) 

Aileen giving the middle finger credit https://www.globalnetpictures.co.uk/sed-mattis-nulla-nec-nibh-congue-pellentesque/ 

 

Page of Aileen doodles and artwork with ball point pen credit Facebook 

 

Fred and Rose west 

Victims left to right Charmaine was the daughter Fred West had with Catherine Costello credit PA, Lynda Gough went 

missing in 1973 Credit PA, Carole Ann Cooper was reported missing by her grandmother in 1973credit PA,  University 

student Lucy Partington was 21-years-old credit PA, Therese Siegenthaler was born in Switzerland and is believed to have 

come to England in the early 1970's credit Police Photo,  

Next row Shirley Hubbard, 15, was the youngest of the victims to be found at 25 Cromwell Street credit PA, Juanita Mott 

vanished the day before a friend's wedding in 1975 Credit PA,  Shirley Anne Robinson became Fred's lover and was carrying 

his child when she was murdered credit PA, Alison Chambers disappeared shortly before her 17th birthday Credit PA, It is 

believed Fred and Rosemary West's final victim was their first child Heather West credit PA 
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Fred as a child credit facebook 

Rose as a child credit SWNS 

Fred and his sister's Daisy and Kitty. credit https://razs-midnight-macabre.com/2019/01/07/real-life-horror-fred-and-

rose-west-part-1/ 

Fred West and family as a boy credit https://www.bizarrepedia.com/fred-and-rosemary-west/ 

Fred with Rena Costello. https://www.bizarrepedia.com/fred-and-rosemary-west/ 

 

Fred and rose black and white photo credit https://murderpedia.org/female.W/w/west-rosemary-both.htm 

Fred and Rose on their wedding day credit South West News 

Fred credit South West News 

Fred and Rose together credit South West News 

Fred and Rose credit  https://binge.com.au/shows/show-fred-and-rose-west-house-of-horrrs!6324 

Roses escort ad credit https://murderpedia.org/female.W/w/west-rosemary-both.htm   

Fred age 29 with 16 year old Rose credit https://murderpedia.org/female.W/w/west-rosemary-both.htm  Family portrait 

credit Wikipedia 

 

Rose smiling being transported credit https://murderpedia.org/female.W/w/west-rosemary-photos.htm 

Fred and Rose Mug shots credit PA 

Mae West as a child and Rose West pictured with Mae as a baby credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-

6120107/How-survived-growing-House-Horrors-Fred-Rose-Wests-daughter.html 

Fred and Rose west credit PA 

Rose being transported credit https://murderpedia.org/female.W/w/west-rosemary-photos.htm   

Charmaine, Heather and Anna Marie West. Pictured at 25 Midland Road on 14 April 1971 credit Wikipedia 

A young Mae with her sister Heather, who was found buried at the family home. https://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/real-

life/news-life/fred-and-rosemary-wests-daughter-describes-what-it-was-like-growing-up-with-serial-killer-parents/news-

story/542a41fbae1dd47b20367fe49cdedecc 

Mae (pictured left) with siblings Heather and Stephen Credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6120107/How-

survived-growing-House-Horrors-Fred-Rose-Wests-daughter.html 

The Wests' basement, which they used as a torture chamber for their victims, which included their own children  credit PA 

archive 

A man carries the remains of a body found in the Wests' garden in Gloucester during the police investigation credit PA 

https://razs-midnight-macabre.com/2019/01/07/real-life-horror-fred-and-rose-west-part-1/
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Basement with pictures on the wal credit https://www.mirror.co.uk/tv/tv-news/inside-rose-wests-gruesome-sexual-21467919 

police digging at 25 Cromwell Street in Gloucester - the home of Fred and Rose West (Image: Handout) 

Policeman guarding 25 cromwell street Credit https://www.stylist.co.uk/people/unheard-fred-and-rose-west-britains-most-

famous-serial-killers-true-crime-podcasts/290835 

Fred West being handcuffed and led out of court after his pre-trial, shortly before his death on New Year's Eve 1995 

Credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-9352197/Killer-Rose-West-total-denial-sexually-abusive-father-new-

documentary-claims.html 

Inside Fred and Rose West's house of horrors ( Image: SWNS) 

Pee wee Gaskins 

Spectators gathered outside the Broad River Correctional Institution on the night of September 6, 1991 to celebrate the 

execution of Pee Wee Gaskins in the state’s electric chair. credit https://filmdaily.co/obsessions/true-crime/donald-

gaskins/ 

Pee Wee crouching credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/pee-wee-gaskins 

Gaskins with his daughter Shirley and niece Janice Photo Credit: Murderpedia 

Gaskins being led to court credit https://supercurioso.com/donald-henry-gaskins/ 

Donald eyes shut credit AP Images 

Donald H. "Pee Wee" Gaskins, in handcuffs and chains gestures as he directs officers to an area in Florence County, South 

Carolina, April 15, 1978, where human bones were found. At right is Florence County Sheriff William C. Barnes. Photo: AP 

Gaskins credit https://thecinemaholic.com/is-donald-gaskins-dead-or-alive-where-is-shirley-gaskins-now/ 

Gaskins in the car credit https://wickedhorror.com/features/donald-pee-wee-gaskins-the-meanest-man-in-america/ 

Gaskins in a suit surrounded by deputies' credit Murderpedia 

Gaskins shackled credit Murderpedia 

 

Colour photo of Gaskins credit Reddit 

Gaskins in glasses credit YouTube | Real Crime 

Gaskins with Glasses credit https://insomniacpodcast.com/episode/case-4/ 

Gaskins handcuffed credit https://www.thestate.com/news/local/article265690141.html 

Gaskins handcuffed in a suit. Gaskins was 5’4″ and weighed around 130 pounds, making him a target in prison before he 

established himself as a ruthless killer. credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/pee-wee-gaskins 

Gaskins as an older man credit Facebook 

Gaskins Hearse credit https://www.ranker.com/list/donald-pee-wee-gaskins-facts/jessika-gilbert 
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Black and white photo of the hearse credit https://abs0luteb4stard.tumblr.com/post/187557927666/this-photograph-shows-

serial-killer-donald-pee 

Hair and photo of Gaskins credit https://www.supernaught.com/product-page/donald-pee-wee-gaskins-hair-collector-card-6 

Peewee with a Mustache credit Reddit 

Mug shot credit Photo: South Carolina Department of Corrections / Public Record 

Robert Bordella 

Young Bordella credit http://www.bobberdella.com/biography/ 

Colour screen grab of Bordella credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Robert_Berdella 

Screen grab of footage of Bordella in his shop Bizarre Bazar credit https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6j1w46 

Bordella in court with cup of water credit You Tube 

Mug shot credit KC Police Department 

Bordella in a shirt credit https://www.cronica.com.ar/mundo/Historias-del-crimen-Quien-fue-Robert-Berdella-el-Carnicero-

de-Kansas-City-20220726-0022.html 

 

Bordella torture log credit Reddit 

Bordella business card credit https://lastpodcastontheleftreadinglist.com/robert-berdella/ 

Masks seized from Bordellas shop credit Reddit 

Photo of Bordellas dining room where police found files on some of his victims credit 

https://www.lastpodcastnetwork.com/blog/2020/1/3/episode-396-bob-berdella-part-ii-icky-homosexual-party-house-2 

Bobs bizarre bazar sign credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/berdella-robert-photos.htm 

Larry Pearsons head being excavated credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/berdella-robert-photos.htm 

Bordellas gallery of exotica credit https://ganglandwire.com/bob-berdella-serial-killer-part-3/ 

Robert Sheldon's skull found in the house credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/berdella-robert-photos.htm 

Bordellas torture logs credit KC Police department 

Robert Sheldon after being drugged by Bordella April 1985 credit KC Police department 

A Kansas City police officer throws a shovel-full of dirt while digging beneath the porch  

of a house in midtown Kansas City owned by Robert Berdella. Authorities have already  

found human bones and a skull buried on the property, along with photos in the house  

showing young men being tortured. Credit Murderpedia 

Larry Wayne Pearson being tortured Photo credit: Kansas City Police Department 
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Bordella mug shot credit KC Police department 1988 

Victims left to right Jerry Howell, 20 [disappeared 7/5/1984], Robert Sheldon, 18 [disappeared 4/19/1985], James Ferris, 

20 [disappeared 9/26/1985] credit https://alchetron.com/Robert-Berdella 

Newspaper clipping of Bordellas death Credit Murderpedia 

Bordella painting and drawing sourced from Facebook 

Snowtown 

John Justin Bunting credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bunting-john-justin-photos.htm 

Mark Ray Haydon, jailed over the Snowtown murders credit https://www.news.com.au/national/south-australia/mark-ray-

haydon-jailed-over-snowtown-killings-wants-an-early-release-from-jail/news-story/10f718a1ff82179de13bc65763f304a4 

John and mark being transported credit https://cvltnation.com/snowtown-the-murders-that-shocked-australia/ 

Robert Wagner was convicted of 10 of the murders.(ABC TV) 

John bunting in the car credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bunting-john-justin-photos.htm   

Robert Wagner credit Reddit 

 

A handcuffed Robert Joe Wagner is escorted through Snowtown during his murder trial. Photo: AAP credit  

https://thenewdaily.com.au/news/people/2019/03/13/snowtown-killer-release-date/ 

Bodies-in-the-barrels killer Robert Joe Wagner (in handcuffs) is seeking a non-parole period. Credit 

https://www.theflindersnews.com.au/story/5953977/sa-snowtown-killer-seeks-release-date/ 

Robert in handcuffs credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bunting-john-justin-photos.htm   

Robert and John being transported credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bunting-john-justin-photos.htm   

Convicted Snowtown murderers Robert Joe Wagner, John Justin Bunting and Mark Ray Haydon  

during their trial. (Picture: Michael Milnes - The Advertiser) 

John Justin Bunting and Robert Joe Wagner credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bunting-john-justin-photos.htm     

 

House rented by Snowtown psychopath John Bunting and accomplice James Vlassakis credit 

https://thewest.com.au/business/house-rented-by-snowtown-psychopath-john-bunting-and-accomplice-james-vlassakis-sold-in-

murray-bridge-ng-3b300c4b58a80a685eedfcc7d63402dd 

A hole excavated by police where a body was found. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bunting-john-justin-

photos.htm      

Excavator at Snowtown murders: South Australian credit Heraldsun.com.au 

The infamous barrels in which the victims' dismembered bodies were found. Credit: 7NEWS 

https://alchetron.com/Robert-Berdella
https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bunting-john-justin-photos.htm
https://www.news.com.au/national/south-australia/mark-ray-haydon-jailed-over-snowtown-killings-wants-an-early-release-from-jail/news-story/10f718a1ff82179de13bc65763f304a4
https://cvltnation.com/snowtown-the-murders-that-shocked-australia/
https://www.theflindersnews.com.au/story/5953977/sa-snowtown-killer-seeks-release-date/


Police looking for bodies black and white photo credit https://coolinterestingstuff.com/the-shocking-bodies-in-the-

barrels-murders-1992-1999 

Snowtown crime scene: during submissions, it was revealed that serial killers Wagner  

and Bunting cooked flesh from their final victim. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bunting-john-justin-

photos.htm       

The former bank building where it is alleged murderer Robert Joe Wagner stored dismembered bodies in barrels. Credit: Rob 

Hutchison/AAP https://7news.com.au/news/sa/snowtown-murders-bodies-in-barrels-killer-robert-wagners-son-speaks-for-first-

time-c-108608 

A hole excavated by police where a body was found. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bunting-john-justin-

photos.htm         

James Vlassakis being transported credit James Vlassakis voudrait se marier... - TUEURS EN SERIE.org 

Victims left to right Clinton Trezise, Thomas Trevilyan, Michael Gardiner, Barry Lane, David Johnson, Unkown female 

Next row Elizabeth Haydon, Gary O Dwyer, Fredrick Brooks, Gavin Porter,  Suzanne Allen, Troy Yude 

Credit https://www.launchpadone.com/episode/The-Snowtown-Murders 

Article credit https://www.pressreader.com/australia/who/20190408/284889481798632 

Newspaper front page credit the Advertiser 

Snowtown sign Snowtown's giant wind turbine blade is one of its tourist attractions.(ABC News: Daniel Keane) 

Snowtown souvenirs credit https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/sick-snowtown-souvenirs-are-making-a-killing/news-

story/f0058ee8ee42e329c4f27943fe6a82d6 

Chart of the relationships between the guilty parties in the Snowtown Murders and those who died.(From "The Snowtown 

Murders" by Andrew McGarry (ABC Books, 2005).) 

The toolbox killers 

Roy artwork credit Facebook 

Newspaper clipping credit Reddit 

Lynette Ledford photo credit https://www.oxygen.com/the-toolbox-killer/crime-news/lynette-ledford-tape-what-led-to-

capture-of-the-toolbox-killer 

Mug shot of Lawrence and Roy credit https://killersvault.com/toolbox-killers-roy-norris-lawrence-bittaker/ 

Lawrence in colour credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/Category:Victims_of_the_Toolbox_Killers 

Roy smiling black and white credit Reddit  

Roy smiling in colour credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/Category:Victims_of_the_Toolbox_Killers 

Lawrence at court colour photo credit https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/the_toolbox_killer 

https://coolinterestingstuff.com/the-shocking-bodies-in-the-barrels-murders-1992-1999
https://7news.com.au/news/sa/snowtown-murders-bodies-in-barrels-killer-robert-wagners-son-speaks-for-first-time-c-108608
https://www.launchpadone.com/episode/The-Snowtown-Murders
https://www.pressreader.com/australia/who/20190408/284889481798632
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https://www.oxygen.com/the-toolbox-killer/crime-news/lynette-ledford-tape-what-led-to-capture-of-the-toolbox-killer
https://killersvault.com/toolbox-killers-roy-norris-lawrence-bittaker/
https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/Category:Victims_of_the_Toolbox_Killers
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/the_toolbox_killer


Lawrence Bittaker takes the stand in his trial on kidnapping, rape and murder charges in the deaths of five Los Angeles 

area teenage girls, Thursday, Feb. 6, 1981, Torrance, Calif. (AP Photo/Pool) 

Roy Lewis Norris, 32, a Redondo Beach electrician, stands in court as he listens to charges read against him in the death 

of five teen-aged girls, Tuesday, March 18, 1980, Torrance, Calif. At left is his attorney Ray Legg. (AP Photo/Wally 

Fong)  

Lawrence Bittaker smiling Photo: AP 

 

Lawrence smiling sepia photo credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Bittaker_and_Roy_Norris 

Lawrence with his counsel https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/toolbox-killer-lawrence-bittaker-laura-brand-documentary-

streaming 

2 colour mug shots of Lawrence credit https://www.cbsnews.com/sanfrancisco/news/toolbox-killers-serial-killer-rapist-

teenage-girls-san-quentin-death-row/ 

Close up of Lawrence credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bittaker-lawrence-photos.htm 

Lawrence and William Bonin credit 

https://www.reddit.com/r/serialkillers/comments/sywah9/lawrence_bittaker_who_recorded_16yearold_shirley/ 

2 colour mug shots of Lawrence older credit Reddit 

Bittaker in San Quentin credit https://www.listal.com/lawrence-bittaker/pictures 

Lawrence signed photo credit https://richardchaser.tumblr.com/page/5 

Roy Letter with doodles credit Facebook 

Roy in glasses credit https://www.tapatalk.com/groups/watchingrobertpickton88015/about-lawrence-bittaker-and-roy-norris-

t3314.html 

Roy painting credit Facebook 

Roy mugshot credit https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Roy_Norris,_1998.png 

Roy close up credit This June 5, 2018 photo from the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation shows inmate 

Roy Lewis Norris. California officials say Norris, 72, died of natural causes on Monday, Feb. 24, 2020, at California 

Medical Facility. (California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation via AP)   

Picture of Roy and Lawrence credit Facebook 

Roy with mountain painting credit Reddit 

Roy Pointing credit Reddit 

Red eyed tree frog painting signed by Norris credit Facebook 

Photos of Murder Mac the van credit https://www.oxygen.com/crime-news/toolbox-killers-how-lawrence-bittaker-roy-norris-

got-caught and https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Lawrence_Bittaker_and_Roy_Norris 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Bittaker_and_Roy_Norris
https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/toolbox-killer-lawrence-bittaker-laura-brand-documentary-streaming
https://www.cbsnews.com/sanfrancisco/news/toolbox-killers-serial-killer-rapist-teenage-girls-san-quentin-death-row/
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https://www.listal.com/lawrence-bittaker/pictures
https://richardchaser.tumblr.com/page/5
https://www.tapatalk.com/groups/watchingrobertpickton88015/about-lawrence-bittaker-and-roy-norris-t3314.html
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Roy_Norris,_1998.png
https://www.oxygen.com/crime-news/toolbox-killers-how-lawrence-bittaker-roy-norris-got-caught
https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Lawrence_Bittaker_and_Roy_Norris


Picture of the pliers used by Lawrence credit https://www.oxygen.com/crime-news/toolbox-killers-how-lawrence-bittaker-

roy-norris-got-caught 

Victims left to right Jackie Dorris Gilliam was murdered at 15, Jacqueline Leah Lamp was kidnapped and tortured with 

Jackie Gilliam over two days, next row Andrea Joy Hall was the eldest of the victims at 18, Shirley Ledford was just 16 

when she was bludgeoned to death by the pair with a sledgehammer, Lucinda Schaefer was just 16 when she was kidnapped and 

tortured 

Randy Kraft 

Randy Kraft in 1963 yearbook. credit https://www.facebook.com/truecrimeallthetime/posts/were-discussing-randy-kraft-the-

scorecard-killer-on-the-latest-episode-of-the-tr/776208095902289/ 

Randy and his class mates credit Photo: Don O'Brien / Flickr 

"Dad and I mugging for the camera.  Circa 1956." Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/kraft-randy-photos.htm 

Me (Far Right) And my Cub Scout Den Circa 1952. There are the guys I played with, went to school with, made forts with. 

Jimmy Hulsey is next to me; Johnny behind me credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/kraft-randy-photos.htm 

Randy Kraft. age 9. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/kraft-randy-photos.htm 

Randy Kraft, 1969 military photo. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/kraft-randy-photos.htm 

Randy at court credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/kraft-randy-photos.htm 

Randy with blonde hair credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/kraft-randy-photos.htm 

Randy at court credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/kraft-randy-photos.htm 

Score card credit Photo: TheNorthEastToday 

Black and white photo of Kraft credit https://edition.cnn.com/2015/09/23/us/john-wayne-gacy-cold-case-

breakthrough/index.html 

Randy Kraft at court colour photo credit https://thepridela.com/2016/11/death-rows-scorecard-killer-k-freeway-killer-

randy-kraft-speaks/ 

Randy in blue credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Randy_Kraft 

Randy side profile credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/kraft-randy-photos.htm 

Randy Kraft smiles at his former neighbour Pennie DeWees after she testified during Kraft's murder trial in Santa Ana. credit Orange 

County Register 

Randy shakled in jumpsuit Photo: Police Handout 

Randy mugshot credit Randy Kraft – Wikipedia en.wikipedia.org 

Randy's house https://virtualglobetrotting.com/map/serial-killer-randy-krafts-house-former/view/google/ 

Randy now credit https://www.wishtv.com/news/decades-after-murders-scorecard-killer-still-on-death-row/ 
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Victims top row Eric Church, Keith Klingbeil, Paul Joseph Fuchs Early forensic sketch of the second unidentified male 

located in Wilmington, California. Credit Wikipedia 

Mikeal Arnie Laine, Eric Church crime scene photo, Chris Schoenborn crime scene photo, Dennis Alt crime scene photo 

Donnie Crisel, victim, military photo. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/kraft-randy-photos.htm 

Next row Body of Donnie Crisel, crime scene photo, Robert Wyatt Loggins Jr., victim credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.K/k/kraft-randy-photos.htm 

Ronnie Wiebe Dennis Alt and Christopher Schoenborn credit https://www.woodtv.com/gallery/timeline-scorecard-killer-randy-

kraft/ 

David Parker Ray 

David as a boy credit https://www.reddit.com/user/jpagel/comments/e9iv2g/david_parker_ray_the_toy_box_killer_part_1_my/ 

David in a suit credit David Parker Ray – Wikipedia en.wikipedia.org 

Black and white David Parker Ray is taken into a Truth or Consequences, N.M, courtroom, Wednesday, March 24, 1999. Photo: AP 

David smiling in stripey shirt credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/David_Parker_Ray 

David in stripey shirt with glasses credit Chessmaster 

David mug shot smiling credit https://www.koat.com/article/parker-ray-s-toy-box-remains-at-albuquerque-fbi-office/5063687 

Mugshot credit https://www.thefamouspeople.com/profiles/david-parker-ray-36371.php 

David in white shirt credit https://www.ranker.com/list/david-ray-parker-toy-box-killer-facts/jacob-shelton 

David in suit smiling credit https://www.ranker.com/list/david-ray-parker-toy-box-killer-facts/jacob-shelton 

Colourised David being arrested credit https://www.amazon.co.uk/Sex-Chamber-David-Parker-Ray/dp/B0721YDY13 

Glenda Jean and Dennis Yancy, accomplices de David Parker Ray credit LVD 

Dvid being arrested credit http://grotesqueandarabesque.blogspot.com/2018/01/david-parker-ray-el-amo-de-la-caja-de.html 

Cindy Hendy credit https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yXv8zIbDunU&t=1s 

Cindy at court credit Source: Thought Nova 

Dennis Yancy mugshot credit https://www.reddit.com/user/jpagel/comments/e9iv2g/david_parker_ray_the_toy_box_killer_part_1_my/ 

Cindy Hendy black and white credit https://www.facebook.com/417694172296944/posts/cindy-hendy-was-the-girlfriend-of-notorious-sexual-

sadist-serial-killer-david-pa/444037572995937/ 

David and Hendy mugshots credit   

David Parker Ray (left) and his girlfriend-slash-accomplice, Cynthia Hendy Photo Credit: Holly Donovan/YouTube 

Davids daughter Jessie who also helped him kidnap women. Credit https://mockforums.net/thread-9217-post-294035.html#pid294035 

Cindy Hendy mugshots credit New Mexico Corrections Department 
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Cynthia Jaramillo, the co-founder of nonprofit Street Safe New Mexico, speaks with media about her harrowing escape from being kidnapped 

and tortured by David Parker Ray in 1999. Jaramillo, who pleaded guilty to drug trafficking, received a pardon from Governor Michelle 

Lujan Grisham. (Jim Thompson/Journal) 

Photos of Satan's Den credit http://grotesqueandarabesque.blogspot.com/2018/01/david-parker-ray-el-amo-de-la-caja-de.html 

 

The toy box Xray photo https://prezi.com/oqno7a551iz7/toy-box-killer-david-parker-ray/ 

Head box credit http://grotesqueandarabesque.blogspot.com/2018/01/david-parker-ray-el-amo-de-la-caja-de.html 

Photo of torture chair credit http://grotesqueandarabesque.blogspot.com/2018/01/david-parker-ray-el-amo-de-la-caja-de.html 

Wall full of torture implements credit http://grotesqueandarabesque.blogspot.com/2018/01/david-parker-ray-el-amo-de-la-caja-de.html 

Restraints credit Pinterest 

Linda bracelet credit Reddit 

Torture devices credit https://mockforums.net/printthread.php?tid=9217 

Room with crime scene tape credit https://nationworldnews.com/they-called-him-toy-box-killer-the-demonic-killer-who-inspired-the-game-

of-fear/ 

Ropes credit Reddit 

Picture of torture implements credit Reddit 

Davids sex log credit Reddit 

Homemade torture device credit http://grotesqueandarabesque.blogspot.com/2018/01/david-parker-ray-el-amo-de-la-caja-de.html 

Photo of where Cynthia escaped credit https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x3i4h5j   

Items recovered from Davids home suspected to belong to further victim's credit 

https://www.facebook.com/FBI/photos/a.10150156782341212/10150417854136212/?type=3&p=50&paipv=0&eav=AfZLQ1zR7YFRTi1NGCP-

EiULmnzWhRfnNKMT4OkEtpO27BIY2f1NsjTjtQxSOssZ7l0&_rdr 

Picture by David credit https://www.programmedtokill.net/david-parker-ray 

Torture implements credit Reddit 

 

Aerial view of Davids home credit https://virtualglobetrotting.com/map/site-of-mobile-home-of-david-parker-ray-toy-box-

killer/view/google/ 

Items found in Davids home credit https://medium.com/crimebeat/the-toy-box-killer-sexual-predator-right-out-of-a-crime-novel-

f3f6b13cb1dd 

Picture of victim being tortured credit Reddit 

Agent showing the toy box screen grab credit David Parker Ray 
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Surgical implements credit http://grotesqueandarabesque.blogspot.com/2018/01/david-parker-ray-el-amo-de-la-caja-de.html   

picture of woman with head in a box by David credit https://www.programmedtokill.net/david-parker-ray   

Picture of chair and skull candles credit http://grotesqueandarabesque.blogspot.com/2018/01/david-parker-ray-el-amo-de-la-caja-

de.html     

Barbies in bondage poses credit The crime Mag 

Photo from Davids collection credit The Crime Mag 

Drawing by David credit https://www.programmedtokill.net/david-parker-ray   

Security instructions credit https://www.krqe.com/news/suspected-killer-david-parker-rays-girlfriend-readies-for-release-2/ 

Newspaper clipping credit Reddit 

David Randitsheni 

David Randitsheni | Murderpedia, the … murderpedia.org 

Crown prince Sado 

Paintings of prince Sado credit Image resource from Namu Wiki 

Letter written by Crown Prince Sado to his father-in-law Hong Bong-han. Credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crown_Prince_Sado 

William bonin 

Seven of the 14 victims killed by "Freeway Killer" William George Bonin during 1979 and 1980: #1--James Michael McCabe; #2--Marcus 

Grabs; #3--Donald Hyden; #4--David Murillo; #10--Charles Miranda; #11--James Michael McCabe; #12--Ronald Gatlin. 

Nine of the 14 victims killed by "Freeway Killer" William George Bonin during 1979 and 1980: #13--Glen Norman Baker; #14--Russell Duane 

Rugh; #15--Steven Wood; #16--Darin Lee Kendrick; #17--Lawrence Eugene Sharp; #19--Stephen Jay Wells. The rest are unidentified. 

Victim photos credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b1/bonin-william-photos.htm   

Bonin, pictured in the North High School yearbook, c. 1963 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Bonin 

Black and white photo in check shirt credit Los Angeles Public Library Archives 

The Ford van that William Bonin used in the course of his murders. Los Angeles Times 

Los Angeles Public Library Archives William Bonin in chains following his arrest. 

Los Angeles Public Library Archives William Bonin during trial hearing. 

Black and white photo of Bonin credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b1/bonin-william-photos.htm 

Bonin in yellow credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b1/bonin-william-photos.htm 

"Freeway Killer" William George Bonin, who had been accused of the murder of one boy, was charged on July 30, 1988, with an additional 

13 counts of murder. A second suspect, Vernon Butts, was charged with being an accomplice in six of those killings. Police had been 

https://www.krqe.com/news/suspected-killer-david-parker-rays-girlfriend-readies-for-release-2/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crown_Prince_Sado
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searching for a suspect responsible for the murders of 42 boys during an eight-year period. Other suspects eventually were picked up in 

connection with the murders, including James Munro. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b1/bonin-william-photos.htm 

"Freeway Killer" William George Bonin, following attorney William Charvet, walks into court  

where he was sentenced to death on March 13, 1982. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b1/bonin-william-photos.htm   

Vernon Robert Butts July 25, 1980: Vernon Butts (22) is arrested as accomplice in six of the “freeway murders”. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b1/bonin-william-photos.htm   

July 31, 1980: James Michael Munro (19) is arrested in Michigan for the murder of Stephen Wells. James Michael Munro is believed to 

have aided Bonin in the murders of Dennis Franklin Fox  

on November 30, 1979, and Steven Wells about half a year later on June 6, 1980. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b1/bonin-william-

photos.htm   

Gregory Matthew Miley August 22, 1980: Gregory M. Miley is arrested in Texas for murdering Charles Miranda  

and James McCabe, plus two counts of robbery and one count of sodomy. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b1/bonin-william-

photos.htm     

Last known photo of serial killer William Bonin credit 

https://www.reddit.com/r/pics/comments/5sshmx/last_known_photo_of_serial_killer_william_bonin/ 

Bonin hand tracing credit https://www.invaluable.com/auction-lot/real-crime-william-bonin-the-freeway-killer-orig--162-c-32e42e281e 

The Ford Econoline van used by Bonin to abduct his victims. Credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Bonin 

The Pacific Coast Highway. Victim Markus Grabs was abducted while hitchhiking alongside this highway on August 5, 1979. 

Credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Bonin 

The lethal injection room at San Quentin State Prison, 2010 Credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Bonin   

Bill Bonin's "Death Van," which he used to lure male youth from 1979 to 1980. Bonin and his gang of accomplices murdered 

a minimum of 21 young boys in just over a year's span. He is suspected for as many as 36 killings dating back to 1972. 

Laughing, he used to buy hamburgers with dead kids' money. Credit 

https://www.reddit.com/r/serialkillers/comments/oupm48/bill_bonins_death_van_which_he_used_to_lure_male/ 

Bonin in the car credit https://m.imdb.com/title/tt1410020/mediaviewer/rm750882049 

James M. Munro arrives at the Criminal Court Building in Los Angeles, Aug. 4, 1980 for arraignment on a murder charge in 

the so-called Freeway Killer case. Munro was denied parole on Thursday. Credit 

https://www.ocregister.com/2014/08/21/freeway-killer-accomplice-denied-parole/ 

“Freeway killer” William Bonin, left, shown at a 1983 trial, was executed in 1996. Credit 

https://www.ocregister.com/2014/08/21/freeway-killer-accomplice-denied-parole/   

Moses Sithole 

Newspaper A photograph of the criminal in the local papers when he was still being hunted. Photo: Saartjie Klipkop. 

Source: Facebook Read more: https://briefly.co.za/95291-moses-sithole-what-happened-south-africas-worst-serial-

killer.html 

Close up of Moses credit https://www.biography.com/crime-figure/moses-sithole 

Moses in blue credit youtube | Just True Crime 

https://www.reddit.com/r/pics/comments/5sshmx/last_known_photo_of_serial_killer_william_bonin/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Bonin
https://www.reddit.com/r/serialkillers/comments/oupm48/bill_bonins_death_van_which_he_used_to_lure_male/
https://www.biography.com/crime-figure/moses-sithole


Moses sitting topless credit A photo of the criminal before his incarceration. Photo: @_reyn Source: Facebook Read more: 

https://briefly.co.za/95291-moses-sithole-what-happened-south-africas-worst-serial-killer.html 

Andre Chikatilo 

Photos of some of Chikatilo's victims / Credit: Public Domain 

https://aventurasnahistoria.uol.com.br/noticias/reportagem/andrei-romanovich-chikatilo-o-psicopata-do-partido-comunista-

na-antiga-urss.phtml 

Chikatilo & Feodosia credit https://www.biancajoniova.co.uk/andrei-chikatilo-the-butcher-of-rostov/  

Andrei Chikatilo and his parents / Credit: https://aventurasnahistoria.uol.com.br/noticias/reportagem/andrei-romanovich-

chikatilo-o-psicopata-do-partido-comunista-na-antiga-urss.phtml 

Chikatilo (left foreground), pictured with his son Yuri, daughter Lyudmila, and other relatives in 1973 credit 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrei_Chikatilo 

Young Andrei Chikatilo credit https://www.biancajoniova.co.uk/andrei-chikatilo-the-butcher-of-rostov/ 

Mug shot of Chikatilo, taken after his arrest in November 1990 credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrei_Chikatilo   

(From left to right: Andrei Chikatilo, Lyudmila Chikatilo [with her child in foreground], unnamed husband of Lyudmila 

Chikatilo) credit https://www.quora.com/What-happened-to-Andrei-Chikatilos-family 

Black and white photo of Andre bald credit http://www.mibba.com/Articles/People/3951/Andrei-Chikatilo-The-Rostov-Ripper 

  

The butcher is arrested by the police authorities credit 

https://canalcienciascriminais.jusbrasil.com.br/artigos/336726039/andrei-chikatilo-o-acougueiro-de-rostov 

Triple mug shot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/chikatilo-photos-bn.htm 

Andre held by police officer credit https://persona.rin.ru/eng/photo/f/37758/6/andrei-chikatilo 

 

Collage of crime scene photos credit facebook 

  

The famous moment when Chikatilo shows his genitals to those present in the trial shouting: "Look! What do you want me to 

do with this!" http://lascronicasdelecter.blogspot.com/2016/07/andrei-chikatilo-el-carnicero-de-rostov.html 

Andre in jail credit https://cadenaser.com/programa/2016/04/01/negra_y_criminal/1459522768_251288.html 

Andre peering through jail door credit https://www.elsoldehermosillo.com.mx/doble-via/historia-asesinos-seirales-

asesinos-seriales-que-impactaron-al-mundo-andrei-chikatilo-rusia-ruso-pais-ucrania-muertes-victimas-6123415.html 

The butcher on death row, moments before he was executed 

https://canalcienciascriminais.jusbrasil.com.br/artigos/336726039/andrei-chikatilo-o-acougueiro-de-rostov 

Andre recreating his crimes credit https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6j59m0 

https://briefly.co.za/95291-moses-sithole-what-happened-south-africas-worst-serial-killer.html
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https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x6j59m0


Andre entering the cage at court credit https://www.infoveloz.com/post/andrei-romanovich-chikatilo-el-carnicero-de-

rostov_121912 

Close up of Andre credit http://www.latelanera.com/serialkiller/serialkillerdossier.asp?id=AndreiChikatilo&pg=3 

Andre a as young man credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/chikatilo-photos-bn.htm 

Serial Killer. Andrei Chikatilo languishes in the cell after he was convicted of killing 52 girls, boys and women. He is 

on record as the world's worst serial killer. (AP-Photo/Maxim Marmur) 15.10.1992 

Russian serial killer Andrei Chikatilo yawning who confessed to murders of 56 boys, girls and women after being tracked 

down by psychiatrist Alexander Bukhanovsky in 1990. Photo / News Corp Australia 

Andre talking into a microphone credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/chikatilo-photos-bn.htm   

Andre laughing credit https://www.biancajoniova.co.uk/andrei-chikatilo-the-butcher-of-rostov/ 

Newspaper headline credit Facebook 

Knives used by Andre https://www.nerocrime.com/il-giorno-che-arrestarono-andrei-chikatilo/ 

Close up of Andre https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/chikatilo-photos-bn.htm 

John wayne Gacy credit YouTube John Wayne Gacy, his wife Marlynn, and one of their two children, Michael and Christine 

Gacy. 

John as a boy credit Tumblr/icybeer 

John, Karen, Connie and Barry at the Boschelli house credit https://sfa.sk/public/custom/argumentative-essay/john-wayne-

gacy-childhood.php 

John in a jacket a s a boy credit https://sfa.sk/public/custom/argumentative-essay/john-wayne-gacy-childhood.php 

John at school as a boy credit https://sfa.sk/public/custom/argumentative-essay/john-wayne-gacy-childhood.php 

A young John Wayne Gacy credit https://wrongtermmemory.com/john-wayne-gacy/ 

Gacy with friends as a teenager credit http://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-1.htm 

Gacy with Miss Illinois. Credit http://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-1.htm 

John Gacy in uniorm  (left). Credit http://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-1.htm 

 Gacy's parents: Marion Elaine Robinson & John Wayne Gacy, Sr. Credit http://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-

1.htm   

Gacy with his mother, Marion. Credit http://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-1.htm   

Gacy with his first wife Marlynn Myers. Credit http://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-1.htm     

On June 1, 1972 Gacy married his second wife Carole Hoff,  

a newly divorced mother of two daughters. Credit http://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-1.htm       
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John Wayne Gacy with Carole Hoff on their wedding day. Credit http://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-

1.htm         

Gacy and Carole Hoff and her two daughters The couple divorced on March 2, 1976. Credit 

http://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-1.htm           

Mug shots of Gacy, following his December 1968 sodomy conviction credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Wayne_Gacy  

Mug shot of Young Gacy credit Netflix 

Gacy as a chief cook in jail credit http://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-1.htm         

John W. Gacy in a suit credit http://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-1.htm     

Rosalynn Carter poses with Gacy at a private reception in Chicago after the Polish Constitution Day Parade on May 6, 

1978. (Chicago Tribune archive) 

 Gacy, center, and former business associate Jim Van Vorous were hosts at a bicentennial party July 4, 1976, at Gacy's 

home in unincorporated Norwood Park Township. (Chicago Tribune archive) 

Gacy dressed as a clown in front of his house in 1976. (Martin Zielinski photo) 

John at dinner credit http://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-1.htm 

John Carol and his mum at the wedding credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/carole-hoff 

John at one of his parties 1974 credit Netflix 

John on 21 dec 1978 after arrest credit https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/589971619918334589/ 

At the Des Plaines police station, John Wayne Gacy covers his face with his manacled hands as he emerged after an all-

night questioning session on Dec. 22, 1978. (Roy Hall / Chicago Tribune) 

A photograph of Gacy's recreation room showing a Tiki-style bar was used at his murder trial. Gacy regularly hosted 

themed neighbourhood parties. (Cook County Circuit Court) (Cook County Circuit Court) 

This photograph of Gacy's bedroom was used at his trial in 1980. The serial killer was known to collect clown artwork. 

(Cook County Circuit Court) (Cook County Circuit Court) 

Gacy's house at 8213 W. Summerdale Ave. in unincorporated Norwood Park Township at the time of his arrest Dec. 22, 1978. 

(William Yates/Chicago Tribune) 

An enlarged version of a customer receipt from the former Nisson Pharmacy in Des Plaines was used as evidence in Gacy's 

murder trial. (Erin Hooley/Chicago Tribune) 

A parole sheet shows that Gacy was convicted of sodomy while living in Iowa. (Illinois State Penitentiary) 

Left: The door leading to the crawl space in Gacy's home was used as evidence at his trial. (Erin Hooley/Chicago Tribune) 

Right: Gacy's mug shot from his arrest Dec. 21, 1978. (Des Plaines Police Department) 

Left: John Wayne Gacy hides his face as he is led through the Des Plaines police station on Dec. 22, 1978. (Michael 

Budrys/Chicago Tribune) Right: Chicago Tribune front page from Dec. 23, 1978 (Chicago Tribune archive) 

Sheriff's officers carry bodies to the county morgue on Dec. 22, 1978, from Gacy's house. (Quentin C. Dodt/Chicago Tribune) 

http://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-1.htm
https://allthatsinteresting.com/carole-hoff
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/589971619918334589/


Removing floorboards in the kitchen of Gacy's house in late 1978 or early 1979. (Cook County sheriff's office) 

Left: Sheriff's officers remove another body from Gacy's home on Dec. 23, 1978. (Karen Engstrom/Chicago Tribune) Right: Firefighters from 

the Channahon Fire Department search for bodies in the Des Plaines River near Morris on Dec. 23, 1978. (Frank Hanes/Chicago Tribune) 

Business card for John Wayne Gacy, Democratic precinct captain of Norwood Park Township. (Chicago Tribune archive) 

A diagram drawn by Gacy shows the location of bodies in the crawl space of his home. The map was used as evidence at his trial. (Erin 

Hooley/Chicago Tribune) 

A technician cuts carpet in Gacy's home, circa late 1978 or early 1979. This photograph was used in Gacy's trial. (Cook County Circuit 

Court) 

The blue nylon jacket belonging to Robert Piest, left, is the jacket Piest was wearing when he disappeared. The coat was used as 

evidence against Gacy. (Erin Hooley/Chicago Tribune; Chicago Tribune archive) 

A simple ring recovered from the left ring finger of an unidentified victim was used as evidence at Gacy's murder trial. (Erin 

Hooley/Chicago Tribune) 

Grids were marked as the crawl space was excavated circa late 1978 or early 1979. This photograph was used in the Gacy trial. (Cook 

County Circuit Court) 

A photo from March 19, 1979, shows that the backyard structures at Gacy's home in unincorporated Norwood Park Township have been 

demolished. (Walter Kale/Chicago Tribune) 

Gacy attorneys Sam Amirante, left, and Robert Motta arrive for the first day of jury selection at the Winnebago County Courthouse on 

Jan. 28, 1980. (Val Mazzenga/Chicago Tribune) 

A police car carrying Gacy (second from right) arrives Jan. 26, 1980, in Rockford, where jury selection in his trial will take place. 

(Val Mazzenga/Chicago Tribune) 

Personal effects seized from Gacy's home are displayed at the sheriff's station in Niles on April 2, 1980. (Val Mazzenga/Chicago 

Tribune) 

Crime scene photo of chains and restraints credit https://cvltnation.com/john-wayne-gacy-crime-scene-photos/ 

Floorplan drawn by John Wayne Gacy showing the locations of his victims. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-

4.htm 

Porn magazines found in the house after Gacy's arrest. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-4.htm   

The rope used in Gacy's "rope tricks." Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-4.htm   

 

Gacy's muddy car Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-4.htm    

A picture of the PDM Contractors business card found in an Illinois home. The internet was wowed when a man shared the discovery 

online. credit https://www.newsweek.com/john-wayne-gacy-business-card-family-home-illinois-1700899 

Johns Wallet credit https://www.reddit.com/r/chicago/comments/9xy7br/john_wayne_gacys_wallet_is_weirdly_nostalgic/ 

https://cvltnation.com/john-wayne-gacy-crime-scene-photos/
https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g1/gacy-john-photos-4.htm
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Peacock’s docuseries makes footage from Gacy’s 1992 interview with FBI Agent Robert Ressler public for the first time. Craig Bowley 

Inc./NBC News Studios  

Never-before-seen footage of a jailhouse interview Gacy conducted in 1992, in which he denies he is a killer (pictured) NBC News 

Studios   

A snapshot taken of Gacy on death row in Illinois. He says, “I didn’t know how to think like a con; it wasn’t part of my nature.” 

credit https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/1994/04/18/conversations-with-a-killer 

Serial killer John Wayne Gacy posed for the above Des Plaines Police Department mug shot in December 1978.BUREAU OF PRISONS 

John Wayne Gacy mug shot was executed on March 10, 1994Credit: Rex Features 

Rare pic of Gacy in his cell credit https://www.reddit.com/r/serialkillers/comments/5o4a76/rare_pic_of_gacy_in_his_cell/ 

John Butkovich, from left, James Mazzara and Frank Landingin, all Gacy victims. (Cook County Circuit Court) Timothy O'Rourke's body was 

recovered June 30, 1978, near the Dresden Island Lock and Dam in the Illinois River. (Cook County Circuit Court) 

Victims Gregory Godzik, from left, John Szyc and Rick Johnston, all Gacy victims. (Cook County Circuit Court) William Carroll's body 

was identified March 17, 1979. (Cook County Circuit Court) 

Michael Bonnin, clockwise from left, Robert Gilroy, Jon Prestidge and Russell Nelson, all Gacy victims. (Cook County Circuit Court) 

Randall Reffett's body was identified almost three years after he went missing. (Cook County Circuit Court) 

William Kindred's identity was confirmed with dental records on May 21, 1979. (Cook County Circuit Court) 

Tommy Boling, left, and Robert Winch vanished days apart from each other. (Cook County Circuit Court) 

John Mowery, left, and Matthew Bowman, both Gacy victims. (Cook County Circuit Court) 

Left: A bracelet belonging to Samuel Stapleton was used as evidence at Gacy's trial. (Erin Hooley/Chicago Tribune) Right: Stapleton, 

14, was one of Gacy's youngest victims. (Cook County Circuit Court) 

It's unknown what Gacy victim David Talsma was doing before disappearing Dec. 9, 1977. (Cook County Circuit Court) 

Page of Gacy artwork credit Facebook 

The Hillside Stanglers 

Edwin Henderson, head of the Hillside Strangler Task Force, talks to news media about latest efforts to find the killer of the eleven 

young women pictured here. In the end, the line-up changed, but at this time, this is the order and number of victims known. The 

victims pictured here in order of known occurrence of the murders at the time are: Laura Collins, Yolanda Washington, Judith Ann 

Miller, Elissa T. Kastin, Jill Barcomb, Kathleen Robinson, Kristina Weckler, Sonja Johnson, Dolores Cepeda, Jane King,and Lauren 

Wagner. credit https://www.hillsidepodcast.com 

Angelo and Kenneth giving testimony credit https://wickedhorror.com/features/true-life-horror/serial-killers/the-hillside-stranglers-

cousins-turned-killers/ 

Photos of Kenneth with his parents credit https://thecinemaholic.com/who-were-kenneth-bianchis-parents-are-they-dead-or-alive/ 

Kenneth as a baby credit Reddit 

Graduation photo of Kenneth credit Reddit 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/1994/04/18/conversations-with-a-killer
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Kenneth year book photo credit https://www.fanpop.com/clubs/serial-killers/images/37177709/title/richard-ramirez-photo 

Angelo as a young man Credit Reddit 

Kenneth close up credit https://runt-of-the-web.com/hot-serial-killers/bianchi 

Kenneth Bianchi, the Hillside Strangler, testifies in a courtroom against his cousins  

and accomplice Angelo Buono. (July 6, 1981) credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bianchi-kenneth-photos-1.htm 

Large picture of Kenneth https://www.tvguide.com/celebrities/kenneth-bianchi/credits/3000207987/ 

Kenneth pointing credit https://www.psycho-criminologie.com/2018/09/kenneth-bianco-l-etrangleur-de-la-colline.html 

Kenneth screen grab credit You Tube 

Kenneth at court credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bianchi-kenneth-photos-1.htm   

Kenneth with glasses being escorted credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bianchi-kenneth-photos-1.htm   

 

Kenneth single mug shot credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/BIANCHI_Kenneth_Alessio 

Double mug shot credit http://maamodt.asp.radford.edu/Psyc%20405/serial%20killers/Bianchi,%20Kenneth.htm 

Kenneth in orange jumpsuit credit https://www.blogtalkradio.com/talk_radio49/2020/04/15/clear-convincing--ep-7--california-v-angelo-

buono-jr-and-kenneth-bianchi 

Kenneth crying.  Bianchi was arrested and convicted in Bellingham, Wash., for the murder of two young women.  

https://www.bellinghamherald.com/news/local/crime/article236388543.html 

Kenneth now in white t shirt credit https://thecinemaholic.com/where-is-hillside-strangler-kenneth-bianchi-now/ 

Kenneth now photo credit https://theartiefice.wordpress.com/2017/03/27/encounters-on-the-hillside-burbank-ca/ 

 

Angelo Buono Jr., convicted in nine of the Hillside Strangler murders of 1977 and 1978, is led from court after a jury returned a 

recommendation that he spend the rest of his life in jail, in this Nov. 18, 1983 file photo in Los Angeles. (AP Photo/File) 

Angelo Buono, left, the accused accomplice of confessed Hillside Strangler, Kenneth Bianchi, was arraigned in the Los Angeles Criminal 

Courts Building, where he pleaded innocent to 10 counts of murder and 14 counts which include conspiracy, kidnapping and rape. During 

the brief hearing Buono only spoke twice, to answer "yes" in a barely audible voice that he understood the legal proceedings. Buono, 

Who arrived wearing a suit, and left in county prison garb, will be held without bail in Los Angeles County Jail, the same facility 

where his cousin Bianchi is being housed. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/buono-angelo-photos-1.htm 

Angelo Buono, accused Hillside Strangler, is all smiles prior to hearings in Los Angeles, on Monday, July 14, 1981 during which 

prosecutors recommended that murder charges be dismissed against him. The recommendation came after surprise switches in testimony from 

star witness Kenneth Bianchi, Buono' s cousin. AP/Fong   

Angelo at court credit https://squaremileofmurder.com/the-hillside-stranglers/ 

Double mug shot of Angelo credit Who was the Hillside Strangler? (Credit: YouTube) 
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Mug shot https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/buono-angelo-photos-1.htm 

Angelo with Moustache credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/buono-angelo-photos-1.htm 

October 22, 1979 - Los Angeles, California- Angelo Buono, cousin of Kenneth Bianchi who earlier 10/22  

pleaded guilty to five of the brutal "Hillside Strangler" murders, arrives at Los Angeles Criminal  

Court Building 10/22 for arraignment. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/buono-angelo-photos-1.htm   

Victims of the Hillside Strangler, top from left: Yolanda Washington, Judith Ann Miller, 

Lissa Teresa Kastin, Jill Barcomb, Kathleen Robinson, and Kristina Weckler. And bottom from 

left: Kimberly Diane Martin, Cynthia Lee Hudspeth, Jane King, Sonja Johnson, Lauren Rae 

Wagner, and Dollie Cepeda. 

AP, FILE 

Crime scene of one of the Hillside Strangler's victims. https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Angelo_Buono_and_Kenneth_Bianchi 

Members of the Los Angeles Police Department investigate the truck of a car in Los Angeles.Bettmann Archive  

Police outside Angelos credit https://cvltnation.com/nsfw-see-the-depravity-of-the-hillside-stranglers-crime-scene-photos/ 

Photo of Angelos credit Photo: FilmRise True Crime / YouTube 

Detectives moving a body credit https://cvltnation.com/nsfw-see-the-depravity-of-the-hillside-stranglers-crime-scene-photos/ 

Photo of the Hillside credit https://cvltnation.com/nsfw-see-the-depravity-of-the-hillside-stranglers-crime-scene-photos/ 

Investigators examine one of the Hillside Stranglers murder scenes. A victim has been found lying at the side of a road had a small 

tuft of fibers on her left wrist. This photo originally appeared in Behind the Tape Photobook, along with 15 more crime scene photos of 

the murders. Credit https://twitter.com/truecrimemag/status/1173040644710731778 

Photos of business cards and artwork of Kenneth all sourced from Reddit 

Leonard Lake and Chales Ng  

Leonards rules credit Photo: Rick H / via YouTube 

Charles as a boy  2 photos credit https://murderpedia.org/male.N/n/ng-charles-photos.htm 

Two photos of Leonard as a boy credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lake-leonard-photos.htm   

Charles driving license credit https://murderpedia.org/male.N/n/ng-charles-photos.htm   

Leonard and dog (Image: Bettmann Archive)   

Charles ng mug shot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lake-leonard-photos.htm     

Leonard in a hood credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lake-leonard-photos.htm   

Charles ng in glasses credit Photo: Serial Killers Around The World / via YouTube 

 

Lakes suicide note credit Photo: Mily Martell / via YouTube 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/buono-angelo-photos-1.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/buono-angelo-photos-1.htm
https://cvltnation.com/nsfw-see-the-depravity-of-the-hillside-stranglers-crime-scene-photos/
https://cvltnation.com/nsfw-see-the-depravity-of-the-hillside-stranglers-crime-scene-photos/
https://twitter.com/truecrimemag/status/1173040644710731778


Leonard mug shot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lake-leonard-photos.htm      

Colour picture of Leonard credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lake-leonard-photos.htm     

Screen shot of Leonard on a home movie credit Photo: massmalfunctions / via YouTube   

Colour photo of Leonard credit https://www.swordandscale.com/operation-miranda/ 

Leonard at his wedding https://metalskunk.com/2021/07/23/leonard-lake-e-charles-ng-operazione-miranda/ 

 

Lake's ranch in Calaveras County, California. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lake-leonard-photos.htm     

Lake had settled on two and a half acres of woodland near Wilseyville, in Calaveras County,   

enlisting the help of neighbours to construct a fortified bunker beside his cabin, stockpiling   

illegal weapons and stolen video equipment.  credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lake-leonard-photos.htm     

Lakes bunker credit Photo: Rick H / via YouTube 

Police at the bunker credit https://metalskunk.com/2021/07/23/leonard-lake-e-charles-ng-operazione-miranda/ 

 

Charles ng wanted bulletin credit Photo: Rick H / via YouTube 

A wanted poster for Charles Ng from 1985. Courtesy photo / Calaveras County Sheriff's Office   

Charles Ng, left, June 1999, right, June 2007, is a convicted serial killer who was sentenced by Orange   

County Judge John J. Ryan, who presided over Ng's trial on a change of venue from Calaveras County,   

where Ng's murders took place. With co-conspirator Leonard Lake, Ng is suspected of torturing and   

murdering as many as 25 victims at Lake's ranch. He was ultimately convicted of 11 murders. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lake-leonard-photos.htm    

 

Charles mug shot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.N/n/ng-charles-photos.htm   

  Charles on death row credit https://murderpedia.org/male.N/n/ng-charles-photos.htm   

Charles prison photo credit https://murderpedia.org/male.N/n/ng-charles-photos.htm   

Charles in glasses at court credit https://murderpedia.org/male.N/n/ng-charles-photos.htm 

The most recent mugshot provided by California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation of serial killer Charles Ng, who is 

currently serving on death row at San Quentin State Prison. Courtesy photo / California Department of Corrections and 

Rehabilitation    

 

40 pounds of charred bone fragments were unearthed on the property surrounding Lake's cabin. Credit 

https://www.swordandscale.com/operation-miranda/   

Lonnie Bond Sr., his wife, Brenda O'Connor, and his infant son, Lonnie Bond Jr credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lake-leonard-

photos.htm     

https://www.swordandscale.com/operation-miranda/
https://metalskunk.com/2021/07/23/leonard-lake-e-charles-ng-operazione-miranda/


Victims From left to right, top row: Don Guiletti, Kathleen Allen, Michael Carroll, Robin Scott Stapley  

and bottom row: Randy Johnson, Charles Gunnar, Donald Lake and Paul Cosner. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lake-leonard-

photos.htm   

Harvey Dubs, his wife Deborah and infant son, Sean. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lake-leonard-photos.htm   

 Memorial stone credit https://metalskunk.com/2021/07/23/leonard-lake-e-charles-ng-operazione-miranda/ 

Charles art work watercolours x3 credit Charles Ng Serial Killer Watercolor Artwork "Gizmo Bites The Dust" 

Charles doodle credit Reddit 

Roger Kibbe 

 Mug shot credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roger_Kibbe 

FILE – In file photos provided by the California Department of Correction and Rehabilitation are Jason Budrow, left, and Roger Reece 

Kibbe. Budrow, accused of strangling the California serial killer known as the “I-5 Strangler,” won’t face the death penalty. The 

Sacramento Bee says Amador County’s district attorney announced Wednesday, April 7, 2021, that he filed first-degree murder charges 

against Budrow and will seek life in prison without parole. Budrow is accused of strangling Kibbe in February in their shared cell at 

Mule Creek State Prison southeast of Sacramento. (California Department of Correction and Rehabilitation via AP, File) 

Kibbe in court credit You Tube 

Kibbe black background credit https://alchetron.com/Roger-Kibbe 

Roger Reece Kibbe in red top credit https://www.sacbee.com/news/california/article249638008.html 

 Younger Kibbe https://m.imdb.com/title/tt1554356/mediaviewer/rm1550971137/ 

Kibbe younger with beard credit https://www.imdb.com/title/tt9705484/ 

Younger Kibbe mugshot credit https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0645493/ 

Kibbe victims credit https://jamesletoile.com/2018/08/23/serial-killer-profiles-the-i-5-strangler/ 

Kibbe and composite sketch credit https://jamesletoile.com/2018/08/23/serial-killer-profiles-the-i-5-strangler/ 

Kibbe trial talking to counsel credit https://jamesletoile.com/2018/08/23/serial-killer-profiles-the-i-5-strangler/ 

Marc Dutroux 

Murals on a wall opposite the house in Marcinelle. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marc_Dutroux 

Location of the house of Dutroux in Jumet. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marc_Dutroux 

House owned by Dutroux in Marchienne-au-Pont. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marc_Dutroux 

Pencil sketch of Marc Dutroux https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marc_Dutroux   

Marc Dutroux in 1996. Foto: AFP credit https://www.metronieuws.nl/in-het-nieuws/buitenland/2021/08/arrestatie-marc-dutroux-25-jaar-

geleden/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roger_Kibbe
https://alchetron.com/Roger-Kibbe
https://m.imdb.com/title/tt1554356/mediaviewer/rm1550971137/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0645493/
https://jamesletoile.com/2018/08/23/serial-killer-profiles-the-i-5-strangler/
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https://jamesletoile.com/2018/08/23/serial-killer-profiles-the-i-5-strangler/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marc_Dutroux
https://www.metronieuws.nl/in-het-nieuws/buitenland/2021/08/arrestatie-marc-dutroux-25-jaar-geleden/


Julie and Melissa (both 8 years old) died after being locked up in Dutroux's home for 9 months and raped. Photo: ANP credit 

https://www.metronieuws.nl/in-het-nieuws/buitenland/2021/08/arrestatie-marc-dutroux-25-jaar-geleden/   

Dutroux in 2004. Foto: EPA credit https://www.metronieuws.nl/in-het-nieuws/buitenland/2021/08/arrestatie-marc-dutroux-25-jaar-

geleden/     

Michelle Martin during the 2004 trial. Photo: AFP credit https://www.metronieuws.nl/in-het-nieuws/buitenland/2021/08/arrestatie-marc-

dutroux-25-jaar-geleden/     

Dutroux in bullet-proof vest credit https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2019/10/28/vragen-en-antwoorden-dutroux/ 

Dutroux in court credit https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2019/10/28/vragen-en-antwoorden-dutroux/ 

Marc in glasses credit https://www.demorgen.be/nieuws/marc-dutroux-vraagt-vrijlating~b6c338b6/?

referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F 

Belgian child rapist Marc Dutroux leaves the court of justice of Neufchateau. The 65-year-old is the subject of a true-crime podcast 

called ‘Le Monstre’. (Photo by Charles Caratini/ 

People protest on Aug. 19, 2012, against a court decision to grant parole to the ex-wife and accomplice of Belgian pedophile and serial 

killer Marc Dutroux. The demonstration was the latest in a series of protests following a court ruling to free Michelle Martin, who 

served 16 years of her 30-year sentence. (Photo credit should read GEORGES GOBET/AFP 

Sabine Dardenne participated in a press conference on April 19, 2004. Emotions were high as one of only two surviving victims of 

notorious Belgian child rapist Marc Dutroux confronted her tormentor for the first time since her 1996 abduction. Dardenne was 12 when 

she was kidnapped and held for 80 days in a dungeon in Dutroux's cellar. (DAVID MARTIN/AFP 

Laetitia Delhez was kidnapped on Aug. 9, 1996, by convicted Belgian child rapist Marc Dutroux. She was rescued by police on August 15 

from a soundproof cellar in Dutroux's house. (Photo by Charles Caratini 

Belgian police act during a protest against the early release of Michelle Martin, ex-wife of child murderer Marc Dutroux, who stays at 

the Clarisse Monastery on Sept. 1, 2012, in Malonne, Belgium.  (Photo by Mark Renders 

A mother and her daughter, friends of slain girls Melissa Russo and Julie Lejeune, are overcome by grief as they attend the funeral 

ceremony at Liege's Saint Martin Basilica on Aug. 22, 1996. The bodies of the two 8-year-old girls were discovered 14 months after 

their abduction. Marc Dutroux left them to starve to death. (GERARD CERLES/AFP 

Marc in the car credit  Afbeelding bron: Photonews 

Photo of stairs to the basement https://incasumagazine.nl/magazine/casu-magazine-nr-7/na-het-proces-dutroux/ 

Photo of bsement credit epa https://www.standaard.be/cnt/nfla31032004_001 

Photos inside Marcs house credit https://urbexsession.com/en/marc-dutroux-house/ 

Missing poster credit https://www.euronews.com/my-europe/2019/10/27/explainer-paedophile-marc-dutroux-and-the-horror-case-that-united-

a-divided-belgium 

The White March, held in 1996, commemorated Dutroux's victims, including 8-year-olds Julie and Melissa   -   Copyright  AFP 

A police officer reveals the cell in which Dutroux incarcerated and abused his young victims  AFP 

Dutroux adresses the Court from his protected box AFP 

https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2019/10/28/vragen-en-antwoorden-dutroux/
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The victims: Sabine Dardenne and Laetitia Delhez were saved alive, Julie Lejeune, An Marchal, Eefje Lambrecks and Loubna Benaissa were 

murdered. © dpa 

Stephen Griffiths 

Stephen Griffiths pictured at fee-paying Queen Elizabeth Grammar school, in Wakefield. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/griffiths-

stephen-photos.htm 

A snap from his MySpace web page thought to be taken when he was in his 20s. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/griffiths-stephen-

photos.htm 

Stephen Shaun Griffiths Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/griffiths-stephen-photos.htm 

Stephen Shaun Griffiths Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/griffiths-stephen-photos.htm 

Stephen Shaun Griffiths giving the camera the middle finger Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/griffiths-stephen-photos.htm 

Two crossbows belonging to cannibal killer Stephen Griffiths were recovered by police. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/griffiths-

stephen-photos.htm 

Stephen at University credit Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/griffiths-stephen-photos.htm 

Griffiths was researching murders in Bradford in the 19th Century as part of his PhD Bradford University thesis. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/griffiths-stephen-photos.htm 

Stephen Shaun Griffiths Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/griffiths-stephen-photos.htm 

Stephen Shaun Griffiths unshaven Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/griffiths-stephen-photos.htm 

Stephen mug shot Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/griffiths-stephen-photos.htm 

Police forensic tents near where the remains of Suzanne Blamires were found in the river Aire, Shipley, West Yorkshire. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/griffiths-stephen-photos.htm 

Susan Rushworth, 43. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/griffiths-stephen-photos.htm 

Shelley Armitage, 31. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/griffiths-stephen-photos.htm 

Suzanne Blamires, 36. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/griffiths-stephen-photos.htm 

CCTV screen shots credit West Yorkshire police 

Stephen Griffiths appeared on a Trisha show called Big Is Not Beautiful with ex girlfriend Kathy Hancock. credit 

https://www.anorak.co.uk/249402/reviews/stephen-griffiths-trisha-evil-eyes-sex-acts-and-a-ripper-yarn.html 

The Servant Girl Annihilator 

Susan Hancock victim photo credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/The_Servant_Girl_Annihilator 

Eula Phillips victim photo credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/The_Servant_Girl_Annihilator 

December 1885 newspaper headline relating to the Servant Girl Annihilator https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Servant_Girl_Annihilator 

Austin was torn apart by eight slayings dubbed the "Servant Girl Murders" in the late 1800s. (Austin History Center) 

https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/The_Servant_Girl_Annihilator
https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/The_Servant_Girl_Annihilator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Servant_Girl_Annihilator


Pecan Street in the 1800s before it was renamed Congress Avenue. ("The Midnight Assassin" by Skip Hollandsworth/Austin History Center) 

 

Juhani Aataminpoika 

1849 lithography of Juhani Aataminpoika  

by Johan Knutson 

Nikolai Dzhumagaliev 

Dzhumagaliev (centre, with handcuffs) posing with the officers who arrested him in Fergana. Credit 

https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Nikolai_Dzhumagaliev 

Dzhumagaliev in the 1980s. Credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Nikolai_Dzhumagaliev   

Black and white photo credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikolai_Dzhumagaliev 

Colour photo of Nikolai Credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Nikolai_Dzhumagaliev   

Nikolai Dzhumagaliev young credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/dzhumagaliev-photos.htm 

Colonel Yuri Dubyagin, Chief of the Moscow Criminal Police and Minister of the Interior,  

stands handcuffed with notorious cannibal serial killer Nikolai Dzhurmongaliev, who  

 escaped from a Russian psychiatric hospital in 1989. It is believed that  

Dzhurmongaliev, whose nickname is "Metal Fang" because of his  

false metal teeth, killed 100 women. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/dzhumagaliev-photos.htm 

Nikolai Dzhumagaliev credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/dzhumagaliev-photos.htm   

Nikolai Dzhumagaliev colour photo credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/dzhumagaliev-photos.htm   

Colonel Yuri Dubyagin, Chief of the Moscow Criminal Police and Minister of the Interior, holds up  

photographs and artist renderings of notorious cannibal serial killer Nikolai Dzhurmongaliev,  

who escaped from a Russian psychiatric hospital in 1989. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/dzhumagaliev-photos.htm 

Notorious Russian cannibal serial killer Nikolai Dzhurmongaliev, who is thought to have  

killed 100 women, at a psychiatric hospital in Tashkent, Uzbekistan. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/dzhumagaliev-photos.htm   

Nikolai Dzhumagaliev 2 screen grabs from Russian tv credit https://murderpedia.org/male.D/d/dzhumagaliev-photos.htm 

Maria Swanenburg 

Black and white portrait credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maria_Swanenburg 

Dutch artwork credit https://www.mijnstambomen.nl/leiden/mie.htm 

Photo of ligatures credit https://www.maryburton.com/breathless/ 

Types of knot credit Pinterest 

Garrotte picture credit https://www.skillsetmag.com/garrotes-from-spy-lore-to-practical/ 
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Francisca Ballesteros 

Francisca Ballesteros and Antonio Gonzalez their wedding day. Credit https://murderpedia.org/female.B/b/ballesteros-francisca.htm 

Francisca Ballesteros and daughter credit You Tube 

Süleyman Aktaş 

Suleyman at Manisa Mental and Neurological Diseases Hospital, Suleyman posing with a woman, Suleyman at a party and Suleyman with a 

cigarette credit https://www.cnnturk.com/turkiye/civici-seri-katil-iyilesemiyor?page=4 

Beverly Allit 

SOME OF THE CHILDREN KILLED OR POISONED BY BEVERLEY ALLITT. credit https://www.vice.com/en/article/xwepv3/the-angel-of-death-who-

killed-the-children-she-was-supposed-to-save 

Beverly in a white jumper credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/allitt-beverley-photos.htm 

Beverly as a girl credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/allitt-beverley-photos.htm 

Beverly  in coloured shirt credit photo credit  @caosurente 

Beverley Allitt pictured when she was arrested in 1992 credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6302481/Chilling-voice-Angel-

Death-serial-killer-Beverley-Allitt.html 

Beverly Allitt mug shot credit  https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/ALLITT_Beverley_Gail 

Beverly and Ramsden sign credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/allitt-beverley-photos.htm 

Beverley Allitt arrives at court in 1992  CLAIRE MACKINTOSH/PA 

Beverly Allit in shell suit top credit https://m.imdb.com/name/nm7405321/mediaviewer/rm2878009857?context=default 

Beverly with cast credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/allitt-beverley-photos.htm 

Beverly in white jumper credit https://m.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.215346135239503.47108.215199588587491&type=3 

Beverly and baby Becky credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/allitt-beverley-photos.htm 

Beverly being transported credit https://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/life/caught-beverley-allitt-angel-death/ 

Beverley Allitt enjoying her freedom as she practises her needlework in a top security hospital credit 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9918041/Victim-left-brain-damaged-Angel-Death-Beverly-Allitt-fears-serial-killer-nurse-

freed.html 

The hand that rocked the cradle: Beverley Allitt arrives at court in 1992 credit CLAIRE MACKINTOSH/PA 

Beverly being transported credit  https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/allitt-beverley-photos.htm 

Nurse Beverley Allitt, right, with Sue Phillips and her baby daughter, Becky, who was murdered. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/allitt-beverley-photos.htm 

Beverley Allitt pictured leaving court in 1991 after being arrested on suspicion of murder credit 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9918041/Victim-left-brain-damaged-Angel-Death-Beverly-Allitt-fears-serial-killer-nurse-
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freed.html 

Beverley Allitt in 2007. Credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/allitt-beverley-photos.htm 

Beverly as a nurse with a baby credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/allitt-beverley-photos.htm 

Beverly between 2 officers credit https://www.granthamjournal.co.uk/news/serial-killer-nurse-beverley-allitt-fighting-for-her-life-after-

falling-ill-9004562/ 

Beverly in nurse uniform credit https://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/life/caught-beverley-allitt-angel-death/ 

Beverly and two victims credit https://abtc.ng/how-did-beverley-allitt-get-caught/ 

Levi Bellfield 

Levi as a boy credit https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/8314775/levi-bellfields-mum-shared-bed-wiped-bum-aged-13/ 

Levi Bellfield mugshot , who now calls himself Yusuf Rahim, will never be released from prison pa 

Levi as a young man credit https://www.oxygen.com/living-with-a-serial-killer/crime-news/levi-bellfield-case-british-serial-killers-ex-

speaks-out 

Levi in a jacket and hoodie credit Image Credit https://www.instagram.com/p/CAXT8WopxKD/  (truecrimelive •) 

Levi Bellfield on his Tenerife hotel balcony around the year 2000.   https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6560135/Milly-Dowlers-

killer-Levi-Bellfield-caught-traces-cocaine-Spice-jail-cell.html 

Levi Bellfield with his common law wife Emma Mills, around the year 2001credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6560135/Milly-

Dowlers-killer-Levi-Bellfield-caught-traces-cocaine-Spice-jail-cell.html   

Levi posing shirt off credit https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/who-levi-bellfield-what-do-26943279 

Levi posing with fists up credit https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/17577881/levi-bellfield-hammer-murder-russel-clues/ 

Close up of Levi credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-photos.htm 

Levi posing naked credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-photos.htm 

Levi in duffle coat credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-photos.htm 

Levi in the pool on an inflatable credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-photos.htm 

Levi working security credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-photos.htm 

Levi in the car and on holiday with his family credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-photos.htm 

Bellfield at police station, with observer taking notes x 3. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-photos.htm   

Levi in cuffs credit http://www.michaelstone.co.uk 

Bride of a monster newspaper front page credit https://twitter.com/TheSun/status/1524507372277932033 

Levi and horse Credit: © Surrey Police/PA Wire 

Sitemap credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-victims.htm 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9918041/Victim-left-brain-damaged-Angel-Death-Beverly-Allitt-fears-serial-killer-nurse-freed.html
https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/allitt-beverley-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/allitt-beverley-photos.htm
https://www.granthamjournal.co.uk/news/serial-killer-nurse-beverley-allitt-fighting-for-her-life-after-falling-ill-9004562/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/women/life/caught-beverley-allitt-angel-death/
https://abtc.ng/how-did-beverley-allitt-get-caught/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CAXT8WopxKD/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6560135/Milly-Dowlers-killer-Levi-Bellfield-caught-traces-cocaine-Spice-jail-cell.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/17577881/levi-bellfield-hammer-murder-russel-clues/
https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-photos.htm
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Amelie Delagrange, credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-victims.htm   

Amelie was seen by 30 separate cameras on her last journey – including these shots of her on the Twickenham bus. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-victims.htm   

Marsha McDonnell credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-victims.htm     

The last CCTV image of 19-year-old Marsha McDonnell who was attacked with a hammer in February 2003. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-victims.htm   

Survived ... Kate Sheedy credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-victims.htm   

Survived ... Anna-Maria Rennie credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-victims.htm   

Milly Dowler credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-victims.htm   

Murder weapon credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/bellfield-levi-victims.htm   

Dale Cregan 

Newspaper front page credit The Star 

Dale before his eye injury (Credit: The Sun) 

Dale posing with handgun Image: Sunday Mirror 

Dale mugshot credit Reddit 

Dale mugshot with head scar credit https://www.thenorthernecho.co.uk/news/9941679.dale-cregan-charged-four-counts-murder---including-

two-police-officers/ 

Dale with one eye credit https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/news/liverpool-news/whistleblower-claims-warned-gmp-out-22409436 

Sarah Clarke, 30, now has a second boyfriend convicted of murder (Image: Liverpool Echo) 

Damien Gorman credit https://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-news/mum-two-boyfriends-past-present-20511816 

Sarah Clarke during the Dale Cregan murder trial credit https://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-news/mum-two-

boyfriends-past-present-20511816   

Stephen Strutt and Dale Cregan Reddit https://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-news/mum-two-boyfriends-past-

present-20511816     

Dale in navy top credit Reddit https://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-news/mum-two-boyfriends-past-present-

20511816     

Flowers left for killed officers credit Reddit 

CCTV Shows Deadly Grenade Attack credit https://news.sky.com/story/cregan-trial-cctv-shown-of-grenade-attack-10455296 

Screen grab of dale in the shop credit https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x10v4wj 

Screen grab of Facebook page made for Dale credit https://www.techkings.org/threads/trolls-branded-murder-suspect-dale-cregan-

a-‘legend’.36930/ 

https://www.thenorthernecho.co.uk/news/9941679.dale-cregan-charged-four-counts-murder---including-two-police-officers/
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Dale Cregan at Preston crown court where he is accused of four murders, including a shooting and grenade attack that killed two police 

officers. Photograph: Elizabeth Cook/PA 

Dale Cregan's wanted poster displayed on large digital screens around Manchester (Image: Cavendish) 

On September 18, 2012, Cregan made a hoax emergency call to the police. Nicola Hughes, 23,  

and Fiona Bone, 32, constables serving with Greater Manchester Police, were mobilised to  

Cregan's call in Hattersley. When they arrived, Cregan shot them and threw an M75 hand  

grenade at them. Both officers were hit by at least eight bullets as Cregan fired 32  

shots in 31 seconds. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/cregan-dale-photos.htm 

A haul of grenades found by Police on Onchan Avenue in Oldham which they believe  

are linked to Dale Cregan. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/cregan-dale-photos.htm   

Dale Cregan pictured with his mother, Anita, at Ashworth Hospital credit https://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater-

manchester-news/police-killer-dale-cregan-first-9816026 

PC Fiona Bone, left, and PC Nicola Hughes, right, were killed responding to a report  

of a burglary on September 18, 2012. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/cregan-dale-photos.htm   

David Short, 46, left, and his son Mark Short, 23, right, died in separate incidents in 2012. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/cregan-dale-photos.htm     

PCs Nicola Hughes and Fiona Bone https://www.oldham-chronicle.co.uk/news-features/139/main-news/122196/tributes-paid-to-pcs-nicola-

hughes-and-fiona-bone-six-years-after-their-murders 

Venomous animals photos credit https://a-z-animals.com/blog/the-10-most-venomous-animals-on-earth/ 

Steven Wright 

The Suffolk Strangler on his wedding day credit https://www.express.co.uk/expressyourself/35821/Secret-life-of-the-Suffolk-Strangler 

Steve with friends credit https://www.express.co.uk/expressyourself/35821/Secret-life-of-the-Suffolk-Strangler 

 

2 images of Steve in uniform credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/wright-steven-photos.htm 

Steve in yellow polo shirt credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/wright-steven-photos.htm 

Steve in suit smiling credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/wright-steven-photos.htm 

Steve eating in suit credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/wright-steven-photos.htm 

Steve in two tone shirt credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/wright-steven-photos.htm 

Steve in black top credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/wright-steven-photos.htm 

Steve in black shirt credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/wright-steven-photos.htm 

Steve in cap credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/wright-steven-photos.htm 

Mug shot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/wright-steven-photos.htm 
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Steven in forensics suit credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/wright-steven-photos.htm 

A hooded forensics expert lifts a bag on London Road, Ipswich, Eastern England, after a 48-year-old man later identified as Steve 

Wright, was arrested at his home on the street Tuesday Dec. 19, 2006.   

(Photo: AP Photo/Max Nash) 

Police cordon off Jubilee Close in Trimley St. Martin, England, where supermarket worker Tom Stephens was arrested at his home in 

connection with the murders of five prostitutes in Suffolk Monday, Dec. 18, 2006. Stephens was released by authorities on Dec. 21.  

(Photo: AP Photo/Chris Radburn/PA) 

Police officers patrol near where prostitutes work in Ipswich, Suffolk, England, Wednesday, Dec. 13, 2006. (Photo: AP Photo/Kirsty 

Wigglesworth) 

Forensic officers at the scene in Levington, England, Wednesday Dec. 13, 2006, as investigations take place where two bodies were found. 

Detectives hunting a serial killer who preys on prostitutes discovered two more bodies Tuesday, bringing to five the number of women 

found dead this month in a small area of eastern England. (Photo: AP Photo/Terry Bradford, pool) 

A board bearing the images of three murdered and two missing prostitutes is pictured at Suffolk police headquarters, in Martlesham, in 

Suffolk, England, Wednesday, Dec. 13, 2006. Police admitted Wednesday they "fear the worst" after the latest grisly findings in a feared 

serial killer probe, as they race against time to prevent the death toll from rising further. (Photo: CHRIS YOUNG) 

An undated photo made available by police of Annette Nicholls, 29, one of two women who have been missing (Photo: AP Photo/Police 

Handout) 

An undated photo made available by police of Paula Clennell, 24, one of two women who have been missing for about a week near Ipswich, 

England, (Photo: AP Photo/Police Handout) 

An undated photo made available by police of Gemma Adams, 25, whose body was discovered on Saturday Dec. 2, 2006 (Photo: AP 

Photo/Police Handout) 

An undated photo of Tania Nicol, 19, whose body was discovered on Friday Dec. 8, 2006, (Photo: AP Photo/Police Handout) 

An undated photo of Anneli Alderton, 24, whose body was discovered on Sunday Dec. 10, 2006 (Photo: AP Photo/Police Handout) 

The bodies of victims were found at various locations around Ipswich map credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/wright-steven-

photos.htm 

CCTV image of Alderton on a train in Essex the night she disappeared, released by the police.) credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/wright-steven-photos.htm   

 

Charlie Brandt 

Charlie as a boy credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/charlie-brandt 

Charlie in black an white credit http://www.latelanera.com/serialkiller/serialkillerdossier.asp?id=CarlBrandt&pg=3 

Charles in white top credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/brandt-carl-photos.htm 

Charlie with a fish credit https://cubanarama.com/?p=332 

Charlie in black and blue top credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/brandt-carl-photos.htm 
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Charlie and wife credit https://www.diariouno.com.ar/mundo/asesino-madre-embarazada-paso-ano-psiquiatrico-volvio-matar-

11192019_Hkg0jFb3H 

Anatomy poster on Charlies bedroom door credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/brandt-carl-photos.htm   

 

David Berkowitz 

2x police circulars with artist impressions credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/berkowitz-photos-2.htm 

David as a young man in suit credit NY POST ARCHIVES 

David as a boy credit https://crimeviral.com/2021/05/5-disturbing-facts-about-david-berkowitzs-childhood/ 

David joined the army and stayed there for 3 years, being and excellent marksmen, especially with rifles. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/berkowitz-photos-1.htm 

photo from 1977 featuring David Berkowitz, sleeping in his cell at Kings County Hospital prison ward. The New York Post reported that 

Berkowitz who has spent the past four months in an isolation cell at the hospital has totally withdrawn from reality. It says all that 

on the bottom of the photo released by Associated Press. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/berkowitz-photos-2.htm 

David smiling in a police car credit https://thetab.com/uk/2021/05/06/david-berkowitz-now-sons-of-sam-netflix-204080 

David with microphone credit Netflix 

David mug shot credit Netflix 

David smiling credit https://cli.world/cli-blog/2019/5/22/the-redemption-of-son-of-sam 

Davids gun credit Reddit 

 

David being arrested credit Stan Wolfson/Newsday https://www.eonline.com/ca/news/1266806/why-the-son-of-sam-serial-killer-case-was-

terrifying-enough-without-the-extra-theories 

David Berkowitz and Gary Charles Evans pictured together in prison credit 

https://www.facebook.com/killerdotcloud/photos/a.666119427107567/674931332893043/?type=3 

David in blue shirt credit https://www.popsugar.com/entertainment/sons-sam-who-is-son-sam-killer-david-berkowitz-48287030 

first letter that the media and police called the killer Son of Sam from what he named himself in the letter. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/berkowitz-letters.htm 

David Berkowitz, the serial killer known as the Son of Sam, being taken into a Brooklyn precinct station in August 1977.Credit...Barton 

Silverman/The New York Times 

David with microphone credit https://georgepallas.com/blog/2021/08/david-berkowitz/ 

David Berkowitz was arrested for the Son of Sam killings, on August 10th, 1977. AL AARONSON/NY DAILY NEWS Colourised 

David in yellow credit https://www.ny1.com/nyc/all-boroughs/news/2017/12/12/-son-of-sam--killer-hospitalized 
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David in black top credit MIKE GROLL/AP 

Dr. Scott Bonn, Assistant Professor of Sociology and Criminology at Drew University in Madison, NJ,  recently sat down with David 

Berkowitz for a conversation in prison. Credit https://www.cbsnews.com/news/serial-killer-david-berkowitz-aka-son-of-sam-tells-

professor-i-was-once-an-evil-person-in-prison-conversation/ 

David smiling in green credit Reddit 

Letter credit https://murderpedia.org/male.B/b/berkowitz-letters.htm 

Mug shot credit https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Berkowitz 

David in 2020 credit https://www.ariseandshine.org/updates/david-in-october-of-2020 

David in yellow with bible Picture taken in 2006. Credit https://www.ariseandshine.org 

David reading the bible credit Reddit 

David showing his picture credit https://thetab.com/uk/2021/05/06/david-berkowitz-now-sons-of-sam-netflix-204080 

David with bible credit https://nymag.com/news/crimelaw/20327/ 

David credit https://www.cbsnews.com/video/serial-killer-david-berkowitz-on-faith-and-forgiveness/ 

Victim photos credit filmdaily.co 

Victim photos with names credit https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/449797081504849847/ 

Davids apartment credit NY DAILY NEWS Archive 

Crime scene polaroid's credit REDRUM autographs 

David being arrested credit https://www.lohud.com/story/news/crime/2017/08/02/son-of-sam-arrested-yonkers/486219001/ 

The complexity of Berkowitz credit https://www.rarenewspapers.com/view/659971?imagelist=1 

Caught headline credit https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/365284219775854007/ 

Chester Turner 

Felecia Collier and Chester Turner credit https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=623921604704019 

Chester Turner is pictured in court during his 2007 murder trial. (KTLA) credit https://ktla.com/news/local-news/california-high-court-

upholds-death-penalty-for-man-convicted-of-raping-strangling-10-women-in-l-a/ 

Chester at trial in glasses credit https://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/turner-chester-photos.htm 

Chester Dewayne Turner (R) and attorney John Tyre talk after a jury handed  

down a death sentence to Turner on murder charges in Superior Court 15 May 2007 in Los Angeles.  

(Photo credit should read FRANCINE ORR/AFP 

Chester with scar credit https://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/turner-chester-photos.htm 
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Chester mugshot https://deathrow2019usa.blogspot.com/2019/11/chester-d-turner-california.html 

Chester in orange at court in glasses credit https://www.thejournal.ie/chester-d-turner-1602211-Aug2014/ 

The California Supreme Court overturned one of serial killler Chester Dewayne Turner’s convictions on Monday, Nov. 30, 2020. The Los 

Angeles killer remains on death row for 14 other killings. (File photo/Associated Press) 

Chester with hands together credit https://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/turner-chester-photos.htm 

Chester as a young man credit 

https://www.reddit.com/r/serialkillers/comments/pb026z/one_of_the_few_known_photos_of_los_angeles_serial/ 

Chester in Red Trousers credit https://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/turner-chester-photos.htm 

Chester side profile credit https://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/turner-chester-photos.htm 

Chester in orange credit https://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/turner-chester-photos.htm 

 

Victims' families and victim's credit https://murderpedia.org/male.T/t/turner-chester-photos.htm   

Victim photos credit https://www.misconductpodcast.com/episodes/2018/3/7/ep59-c 

Robert Hanson 

A aviation map of the Anchorage region. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/hansen-robert-photos.htm   

Robert Hansen yearbook photo. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/hansen-robert-photos.htm 

Black and white photo of Robert credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/hansen-robert-photos.htm 

Robert in colour credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/hansen-robert-photos.htm 

Robert posing with horns credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/hansen-robert-photos.htm 

One of Robert Hansen's hunting trophies - a goat. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/hansen-robert-photos.htm   

Mug shot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/hansen-robert-photos.htm   

Robert Hansen under arrest. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/hansen-robert-photos.htm     

Weapons used by Hansen  

Hansen's rifles, police evidence. The FBI crime lab in Washington, D.C., determined that the shell casings found at the gravesites had 

all been fired from Hansen's rifle. The firing pin and the extractor markings were identical. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/hansen-robert-photos.htm   

Murder weapons evidence. While searching Robert Hansen's home officers discovered a hidden space tucked away in the attic rafters. 

credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/hansen-robert-photos.htm 

Within it, they discovered a Remington 552 rifle; a Thompson contender 7-mm single-shot pistol; an aviation map, with specific locations 

marked off; various pieces of jewellery; newspaper clippings; a Winchester12-gauge shotgun; a driver's license, and various ID cards, 
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some of which belonged to the dead women. As incriminating as these items were, the most important piece of evidence was found last -- 

a .223-caliber Mini-14 rifle. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/hansen-robert-photos.htm 

The police secured a warrant and searched Hansen's house on October 27, 1983, uncovering jewellery belonging to the victims, newspaper 

clippings about the murders and an array of firearms — including a .223-caliber Mini-14 rifle. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/hansen-robert-photos.htm   

Robert Hansen's plane, police evidence. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/hansen-robert-photos.htm   

Victims Joanne Messina, Sherry Morrow, Paula Goulding, Malai Larsen, Sue Luna, Angela Feddern, Tamara Pederson, Lisa Futrell 

Victim photo credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Robert_Hansen 

Marcel Petiot 

Newspaper front page credit newspapers.com 

Wedding photo - Marcel Petiot and Georgette Lablais, 1927 credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcel_Petiot  

Marcel mug shot credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcel_Petiot  

Le Matin of 14 March 1944 reporting the discovery of 21 Rue Le Sueur credit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcel_Petiot 

Double mug shot credit https://cvltnation.com/dr-satan-the-unbelievable-story-of-serial-killer-dr-marcel-petiot/ 

Marcel at his desk https://cvltnation.com/dr-satan-the-unbelievable-story-of-serial-killer-dr-marcel-petiot/ 

Id card credit https://cvltnation.com/dr-satan-the-unbelievable-story-of-serial-killer-dr-marcel-petiot/ 

Marcel being arrested credit https://cvltnation.com/dr-satan-the-unbelievable-story-of-serial-killer-dr-marcel-petiot/ 

Bodies being removed credit https://cvltnation.com/dr-satan-the-unbelievable-story-of-serial-killer-dr-marcel-petiot/ 
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